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THE EUCLID PROVISO

Ezra Rosser*

Abstract: This Article argues that the Euclid Proviso, which allows regional concerns to trump local zoning when required by the general welfare, should play a larger role in zoning’s second century. Traditional zoning operates to severely limit the construction of additional housing. This locks in the advantages of homeowners but at tremendous cost, primarily in the form of unaffordable housing, to those who would like to join the community. State preemption of local zoning defies traditional categorization; it is at once both radically destabilizing and market responsive. But, given the ways in which zoning is a foundational part of the racial and economic status quo, it is time for scholars and policymakers to move away from traditional zoning and towards more permissive regional or state approaches to housing development.
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly a century ago, state governments granted localities the power to zone.¹ Ever since, localities have used their zoning authority to shape community development and to isolate themselves from neighbors. Zoning traditionally is all about separation—residential in one area, commercial in another, with industrial far removed—and property investment depends in part on this separation. Through zoning, urban planners could be sure commercial properties remained commercial even if sold. But the central goal of zoning has always been the protection of the single-family home (SFH).² By protecting single-family neighborhoods from market forces, cities use zoning’s awesome power to favor particular communities and to disfavor others.³

For better or worse, exclusion is a core aspect of ownership.⁴ Owners generally can exclude others from their property, but the exclusionary reach of ownership extends beyond lot boundaries. Many of ownership’s most significant advantages come from communal membership in the

---

¹. See Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926) (recognizing zoning as a valid exercise of state police power for the purpose of public welfare). States acted swiftly in the 1920s to delegate zoning authority to localities based on a model promulgated by the U.S. Department of Commerce. See ADVISORY COMM. ON ZONING, DEP’T OF COM., A STANDARD STATE ZONING ENABLING ACT UNDER WHICH MUNICIPALITIES MAY ADOPT ZONING REGULATIONS (rev. ed. 1926); see also 1 SARA C. BRONIN & DWIGHT H. MERRIAM, RATHKOPF’S THE LAW OF ZONING AND PLANNING § 1:2 (4th ed. 2021) (“By the 1920s, many American cities, pursuant to state enabling statutes, had adopted comprehensive zoning codes regulating the use of land within their boundaries.”).

². See Frank S. Alexander, The Housing of America’s Families: Control, Exclusion, and Privilege, 54 EMORY L.J. 1231, 1258 (2005) (“Since the adoption of the earliest comprehensive zoning laws almost a century ago, use of property for purposes of the ‘single-family residence’ has been one of the most revered and protected activities.”).

³. See 2 BRONIN & MERRIAM, supra note 1, § 23:2 (“Use of the police power to protect the happiness, comfort, and general well-being of residents in single-family neighborhoods generally has been held to be an important and legitimate public purpose for either excluding or regulating land uses deemed incompatible with the family character of such areas.”); see also Christopher Serkin, Divergence in Land Use Regulations and Property Rights, 92 S. CAL. L. REV. 1055, 1058 (2019) (labeling this “zoning’s original sin”).

neighborhood. Put differently, when you buy (or rent) property in a good neighborhood, you are getting more than just four walls and a roof. You are also buying access to quality schools, parks, strong city services, security, and even social opportunity. But these benefits of living in wealthy areas are not free—society pays for them through economic and racial exclusion and inequality between communities.

Zoning, “a pillar of residential racial segregation,” creates imaginary lines on the map, carving out separate zones that permit neighboring communities to have dramatically different tax rates, social services, and characteristics. In this way, local zoning contributes to divisions along class and racial lines—divisions that are too often accepted as permanent features of our society. Wealthy white suburbs and gentrified sections of downtown too often exist alongside poor African-American or Latino neighborhoods that are much less privileged. Zoning’s imaginary lines isolate these marginalized communities from neighboring wealthy communities.

---

5. See, e.g., Lee Anne Fennell, Property Beyond Exclusion, 61 WM. & MARY L. REV. 521 (2019) (emphasizing the complementarities of property ownership); Lee Anne Fennell, Co-Location, Co-Location, Co-Location: Land Use and Housing Priorities Reimagined, 39 VT. L. REV. 925 (2015) (arguing that a home’s value is determined primarily by its location relative to other land uses and land users).

6. See LaToya Baldwin Clark, Education as Property, 105 VA. L. REV. 397, 415 (2019) (observing that “parents who move into these [wealthy] districts and purchase homes see themselves as ‘purchasing’ their child’s education”).

7. In the education context, exclusion takes the form of residency enforcement and criminal punishment for enrolling children outside of their assigned school. Id. at 416–20. More generally, exclusionary zoning allows “the upper-middle class to protect its position and pass its status on to its children.” Steven J. Eagle, Land Use Regulation and Good Intentions, 33 J. LAND USE & ENV’T L. 87, 126 (2017).


9. See infra Part I.

10. See Jon C. Dubin, From Junkyards to Gentrification: Explicating a Right to Protective Zoning in Low-Income Communities of Color, 77 MINN. L. REV. 739, 741 (1993) (“Minority communities, which were often established as separate communities as the result of discriminatory zoning and planning devices, are then frequently deprived of the land use protection basic to Euclidean zoning principles.”); see also Ambler Realty Co. v. Vill. of Euclid, 297 F. 307, 316 (N.D. Ohio 1924) (recognizing that the comprehensive zoning ordinance would discriminate based on class: “The plain truth is that the true object of the ordinance in question is to place all the property in an undeveloped area of 16 square miles in a straight-jacket…[T]he result to be accomplished is to classify the population and segregate them according to their income or situation in life”), overruled by Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 394–95 (1926).

11. This was and is by design:

The ability to live in white, well-resourced neighborhoods was not an option for racial and ethnic minorities prior to the Fair Housing Act of 1968. Fifty years after the passage of the Fair Housing Act, America remains nearly as segregated by race as it was in 1968. Jeannine Bell, The Hidden Fences Shaping Resegregation, 54 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 813, 814 (2019).
neighborhoods, despite both being part of the same metropolitan areas.\textsuperscript{12} Deference to local authority has an intuitive appeal when it comes to zoning and planning.\textsuperscript{13} After all, such deference fits the idea that decisions are best made at the local level.\textsuperscript{14} Sadly, over the past century, the intuitive attractiveness of local control has provided cover for local governments to use zoning to exclude communities of color and the poor.\textsuperscript{15} Although President Trump was rightly called out for his racist dog-whistling when he sent the following tweet—“I am happy to inform all of the people living their Suburban Lifestyle Dream that you will no longer be bothered or financially hurt by having low-income housing built in your neighborhood”—traditional zoning as it is practiced in many communities is already all about protection of the “suburban lifestyle dream” and the racial and economic separation that such a dream involves.\textsuperscript{16} Trump’s tweet illustrates that zoning must be reclaimed from insular local governments. Just as zoning arose and has evolved over the last century, the law must continue to evolve in its understanding by recognizing the interdependence of neighborhoods within the same

\textsuperscript{12} See infra section I.E.  
\textsuperscript{15} It remains the case to this day that deference to local sovereignty enables “colorblind end-runs around anti-segregation programs” and laws. David D. Troutt, Inclusion Imagined: Fair Housing as Metropolitan Equity, 65 BUFF. L. REV. 5, 52 (2017). The Washington Post, tackling just one form of such exclusion, notes:  
Across the country, American communities employ ‘snob zoning’ policies that forbid builders from constructing apartment buildings or impose minimum residential lot requirements. They are often presented as driven by concerns that building smaller units could change the character of a community. . . . Such rules effectively impose a price floor for the cost of housing, making it impossible for people who live below a certain means to afford them.  

region. Moving from local deference to state-level rules that constrain local zoning could offer a way to lessen our country’s seemingly intractable economic and racial inequality. As the title of a 2019 report published by the Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard University declares, “Eliminating Exclusionary Land Use Regulations Should Be the Civil Rights Issue of Our Time.”

Before defining proposed changes, it is worth highlighting the cost of maintaining the status quo. A recurring finding of social science research is that place matters. In the 1980s, William Julius Wilson argued persuasively that children who grow up in areas of concentrated poverty do not have the same opportunities as children from wealthier areas. Similarly, Raj Chetty’s team of researchers recently showed that economic mobility varies dramatically between neighborhoods. These studies highlight something that is intuitively known by renters and prospective homeowners alike: some locations offer a better life than others. Artificial boundaries, especially government-sanctioned ones, lead to dramatically divergent outcomes at the city and even block level.

The trend over zoning’s first century, assisted by transportation advancements that opened up the suburbs to development, has been

---


20. See WILSON, supra note 18 at 57 (describing how neighborhood effects can adversely affect children in poor areas); Chetty et al., supra note 19, at 3 (“Location matters more for children growing up in low income families . . . .”).

towards a greater concentration of locally-defined geographic privilege. Deference to local zoning governance undermines even the hardest-fought progressive victories, as is shown in the Mt. Laurel “success” story. A wealthy, white suburb of Camden and Philadelphia, Mt. Laurel, New Jersey used restrictive zoning to block construction of affordable housing within its boundaries. The NAACP, representing low-income African-American and Latino populations, challenged the town’s exclusionary practices—incridibly, they won. The New Jersey Supreme Court, in a pair of decisions, held that localities could not use zoning to foreclose low-income housing and that cities had an affirmative obligation to provide affordable housing. In an associated case, builders won a right to bypass zoning limitations if their proposed development included sufficient affordable housing. These outcomes show that progressive impact litigation cases can have transformative potential. But even these successes are limited by localism, which made it possible for local opposition to blunt the impact of these transformative decisions. After

---

22. For the canonical accounts of the rise of suburbs that emphasize transportation advancements, see SAM BASS WARNER, JR., STREETCAR SUBURBS: THE PROCESS OF GROWTH IN BOSTON, 1870–1900 (2d ed. 1978); KENNETH T. JACKSON, CRABGRASS FRONTIER: THE SUBURBANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES (1985).

23. S. Burlington Cnty, NAACP v. Twp. of Mount Laurel (Mt. Laurel I), 336 A.2d 713, 718, 720 (N.J. 1975) (“The general ordinance requirements, while not as restrictive as those in many similar municipalities, nonetheless realistically allow only homes within the financial reach of persons of at least middle income.”).

24. Id. at 723 (citing S. Burlington Cnty. NAACP v. Twp. of Mount Laurel, 290 A.2d 465, 473 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law Div. 1975)) (“The record thoroughly substantiates the findings of the trial court that over the years Mount Laurel ‘has acted affirmatively to control development and to attract a selective type of growth’ and that ‘though its zoning ordinances has exhibited economic discrimination in that the poor have been deprived of adequate housing and the opportunity to secure the construction of subsidized housing, and has used federal, state, county and local finances and resources solely for the betterment of middle and upper-income persons.’”).

25. Id. at 731–32. (“As a developing municipality, Mount Laurel must, by its land use regulations, make realistically possible the opportunity for an appropriate variety and choice of housing for all categories of people who may desire to live there, of course including those of low and moderate income.”).

26. S. Burlington Cnty, NAACP v. Twp. of Mount Laurel (Mt. Laurel II), 456 A.2d 390, 452 (N.J. 1983) (“We hold that where a developer succeeds in Mount Laurel litigation and proposes a project providing a substantial amount of lower income housing, a developer’s remedy should be granted unless the municipality establishes that because of environmental or other substantial planning concerns, the plaintiff’s proposed project is clearly contrary to sound land use planning.”).


Mt. Laurel I,\textsuperscript{29} it still took twenty-five years for the first phase of the Ethel Lawrence housing complex to be built, tucked into a non-descript plot of land, nestled behind a wooded patch in the township.\textsuperscript{30} Despite the litigation, localities continue to resist the idea that communities should do more than just serve the wealthy.

Deference to local governance is so strong that we ignore the fact that localities are not sovereign. Questioning the primacy of local government zoning control creates space to challenge the laws that serve to perpetuate property-tied inequality. Deference to local governments allows not-in-my-backyard (NIMBY-ism) sentiments to run roughshod over the interests of poor communities. For example, decisions about the placement of homeless shelters or waste treatment centers typically burden communities already struggling under the weight of social stressors and disinvestment.\textsuperscript{31} At the other end of the spectrum, privileged communities use local deference as a tool for further isolation.\textsuperscript{32} Gated communities are a fine example and cannot be dismissed as inapplicable to questions of zoning simply because they also rely on private agreements.\textsuperscript{33} While the walls that isolate wealthy communities from struggling ones are often imperceptible, they are undoubtedly constructed by local government zoning.

Previous efforts to break down these walls provide valuable lessons. In 1954, the Supreme Court declared “separate but equal” unconstitutional in \textit{Brown v. Board of Education},\textsuperscript{34} but efforts to desegregate schools through busing and funding equalization programs were met with fierce resistance in the South and the North.\textsuperscript{35} After a brief attempt at

\textsuperscript{30} Ezra Rosser’s observation of site, in Mt. Laurel Township, NJ (Sept. 15, 2012); see also Ethel R. Lawrence Homes & Robinson Estates, FAIR SHARE Hous. DEV., https://fairshareddevelopment.org/housing/development/ethel-lawrence [https://perma.cc/TVV9-FFU3]. For an academic exploration and celebration of the Ethel Lawrence Homes project, see DOUGLAS S. MASSEY, LEN ALBRIGHT, REBECCA CASCIANO, ELIZABETH DERICKSON & DAVID N. KINSEY, CLIMBING MOUNT LAUREL: THE STRUGGLE FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND SOCIAL MOBILITY IN AN AMERICAN SUBURB (2013).
\textsuperscript{31} For the canonical article on this topic, see Vicki Been, \textit{What's Fairness Got to Do with It? Environmental Justice and the Siting of Locally Undesirable Land Uses}, 78 CORNELL L. REV. 1001 (1993).
\textsuperscript{32} See Briffault, supra note 14, at 27 (“Localism in practice is often less about efficiency, democracy, or community than about preserving existing political control over local resources, protecting residents of high-wealth localities from the needs of their lower-wealth neighbors, and providing opportunities for businesses to take advantage of interlocal competition for tax base.”).
\textsuperscript{33} See EVAN MCKENZIE, PRIVATOPIA: HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATIONS AND THE RISE OF RESIDENTIAL PRIVATE GOVERNMENT (1994) (discussing the rise of gated communities and the public decisions that support such private enclaves).
\textsuperscript{34} 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 488.
equalization, we allowed schools to partially resegregate, both within and across school districts.\textsuperscript{36} Resegregation is excused because public education is funded primarily by local property taxes.\textsuperscript{37} We pretend that the corresponding educational inequality is acceptable because the Supreme Court said it is,\textsuperscript{38} even when the results of such economic inequality closely approximate those of explicit racial barriers.\textsuperscript{39} We shrug when cities resist attempts to develop affordable housing. Though there is unquestionably the need for more affordable housing in places like Seattle and Washington, D.C., proposals to provide it are met with vocal opposition by current residents.\textsuperscript{40} Under the linked banners of preserving a way of life and of protecting the city’s unique character, NIMBY-ism thrives.\textsuperscript{41} Those not fortunate enough to live in such favored communities must commute long distances to work or are kept out entirely.\textsuperscript{42} These examples show that novel thinking about who controls zoning is required if we are to reduce the extent to which property rules contribute to structural inequality.

State-level limitations on local exclusionary zoning offer a concrete way of attacking entrenched inequality. We are living through the New Gilded Age, an era of rising inequality that is undermining the middle class and trapping too many families in poverty while a select few amass

\textsuperscript{36}. For discussion of resistance to desegregation and the ways aggressive localism is used to maintain racial separation in education, see Erika K. Wilson, \textit{The New School Segregation}, 102 CORNELL L. REV. 139 (2016).


\textsuperscript{39}. As LaToya Baldwin Clark writes about post-Brown litigation, “the Court defeated desegregation efforts on two fronts: first, by allowing local communities to geographically restrict attendance in local schools; and second, by allowing those same communities to sequester educational money locally.” Clark, supra note 6, at 399.


\textsuperscript{41}. See Wendell Pritchett & Shitong Qiao, \textit{Exclusionary Megacities}, 91 S. CAL. L. REV. 467, 492 (2018) (“Neighbors frequently fight against projects that would increase density, affect parking availability, or change neighborhood aesthetics and culture. Their goal is to prevent or at least slow neighborhood development, and, overall, these efforts are successful.”).

enormous fortunes.\textsuperscript{43} The post-World War II period was marked by widely shared income gains across the socio-economic spectrum.\textsuperscript{44} But since the oil crises of the 1970s, the median income of those without a college degree has stagnated, even though the larger economic pie has continued to grow.\textsuperscript{45} Property plays an important role, allowing the upper-middle class and the rich to consolidate their gains and pass along tremendous lifelong advantages to their children.\textsuperscript{46} Among the unearned advantages inherited by wealthy children, the characteristics and amenities of the neighborhood where they grow up are among the most significant.\textsuperscript{47} Reclaiming elements of planning and zoning from local government, exercising the \textit{Euclid} proviso, offers a realistic way of altering the current system of location-specific advantages that exclude all but the privileged.

The \textit{Euclid} proviso serves as an important limitation on local zoning even though it remains a largely dormant concept.\textsuperscript{48} In 1926, the Supreme Court signed off on local zoning but noted “the possibility of cases where the general public interest would so far outweigh the interest of the municipality that the municipality would not be allowed to stand in the way.”\textsuperscript{49} The main rule, that localities have the power to zone, has gotten considerably more attention than the proviso’s limitation. But its dormancy does not mean that it cannot be triggered: general public interest supports limiting the authority of localities to make insular

\textsuperscript{43} It was, arguably, an academic book, Thomas Piketty’s \textit{Capital in the Twenty-First Century}, that did the most to focus the public’s attention on the problem of inequality. \textsc{THOMAS PIKETTY, CAPITAL IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY} (2014).

\textsuperscript{44} \textsc{JOHN SCHMITT, ELISE GOULD & JOSH BIVENS, AMERICA’S SLOW-MOTION WAGE CRISIS: FOUR DECADES OF SLOW AND UNEQUAL GROWTH} (2018), https://files.epi.org/pdf/153535.pdf [perma.cc/F4TU-AJ45].


\textsuperscript{46} \textsc{RICHARD V. REEVES, DREAM HOARDERS: HOW THE AMERICAN UPPER MIDDLE CLASS IS LEAVING EVERYONE ELSE IN THE DUST, WHY THAT IS A PROBLEM, AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT} 107–08 (2017) (“[T]hose of us with high earnings are able to convert our income into wealth through the housing market, with assistance from the tax code. We then become highly defensive—almost paranoid—about the value of our property and turn to local policies, especially exclusionary zoning ordinances, to fend off any encroachment by lower-income citizens and even the slightest risk to the desirability of our neighborhoods.”).

\textsuperscript{47} See generally \textsc{Jonathan T. Rothwell & Douglas S. Massey, GEOGRAPHIC EFFECTS ON INTERGENERATIONAL INCOME MOBILITY, 91 ECON. GEOGRAPHY} 83 (2015) (exploring the effect on lifetime earnings of being raised in a wealthy neighborhood).

\textsuperscript{48} Though sometimes referred to as the Euclidian caveat, this Article refers to the Supreme Court’s limitation on deference to local zoning as the \textit{Euclid} proviso, drawing upon the more familiar Lockean proviso. Since most writing about zoning simply uses \textit{Euclid} for the proposition that zoning is constitutional, the hope is that by naming and focusing on the \textit{Euclid} proviso, more attention will be paid to this built-in limitation.

\textsuperscript{49} \textsc{Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 390 (1926).}
decisions that drive up the price of housing in an effort to exclude outsiders.

Local governance dominates areas where the interests of private property owners are most pronounced. Though most people think of property as the relationship a person has with a thing—my computer, our car, their bicycle—property is really about the relationship owners have with everyone else. Simply stated, property rights allow people to form expectations in their dealings with others. If, for example, I purchase a particular seat at a baseball game, it is reasonable for me to expect that someone sitting in my seat will quickly make way for me upon my arrival and that employees of the stadium will defend my right to the seat. Other purchases come with different expectations. For example, most people have a long list of expectations about their entitlements as homeowners, including reliable electricity, mail service, and even public funding of road maintenance. The larger point, which carries across these examples, is that property rights are best understood not as rights over objects but as the right to certain expectations when interacting with others. Many of the most important expectations that people have is who will live in their community, who will be their neighbors, and who will be excluded. Regionalism insists that localities broaden their circle of concern to take into account the larger region’s needs, including the needs of struggling communities. By so doing, regionalism threatens the settled expectations—the property rights—of property owners. By insisting that localities broaden their circle of concern to take into account the larger region’s needs, including the needs of struggling communities, regionalism threatens the settled expectations—the property rights—of property owners.

The zoning challenge of the next century is how to reorient property owners’ expectations so that there is more space for inclusive planning. This Article explores how triggering the Euclid proviso could lessen the extent to which jurisdictionally bound property rights contribute to forms of inequality. Demographic changes have created a unique moment in which it is possible to imagine meaningful change to how we govern property and to the relationship between privileged and peripheral areas. For generations, urban growth has been outward facing. The rise of suburbs—propelled by white flight, public infrastructure investment, and

50. See Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning, 23 YALE L.J. 16 (1913). But see Henry E. Smith, Property as the Law of Things, 125 HARV. L. REV. 1691 (2012) (accepting the property as relationships framing as a descriptive matter but arguing that fails to account for the in rem nature of property rights and is therefore not a good theory of property).

rigid, enforced legal boundaries—is but an extreme example.\textsuperscript{52} The outward movement of jobs and capital transformed metropolitan areas, creating rings of opportunity in the white suburbs.\textsuperscript{53} Cities became populated primarily by African Americans and Latinos and were marked by the negative consequences of concentrated poverty.\textsuperscript{54} Outsiders looked inward with fear at the hopelessness and violence that was partly a result of decades of “disinvestment in inner-city neighborhoods.”\textsuperscript{55} But in many metropolitan areas, those fears, as well as the language previously used to discuss urban space, now seem dated.

In some cities, the problem today is not underinvestment in downtown but gentrification.\textsuperscript{56} Young professionals who grew up in the suburbs have rediscovered the advantages of city living. They are putting down roots and demanding that local government provide a rich array of amenities and services. If local governance is not challenged now, suburbs could soon find themselves suffering the sort of downward spiral that central cities went through from the 1960s to the 1990s.\textsuperscript{57} At the same time, many cities are quickly becoming areas reserved exclusively for the rich. The staggering rise in the price of housing in New York City, Boston, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. has forced some workers farther and farther out.\textsuperscript{58} If privilege simply relocates from the suburbs to the city, reproducing the same dynamics of place-based inequality in new locations, we will have squandered the opportunity offered by this

\textsuperscript{52} White flight refers to the mass exodus of Whites following desegregation and in migration of African-Americans to central cities, select neighborhoods, and formerly racially segregated public schools. For more on the politics of white flight, see KEVIN M. KRUSE, WHITE FLIGHT: ATLANTA AND THE MAKING OF MODERN CONSERVATISM (2005).

\textsuperscript{53} See WARNER, supra note 22, at 266–69 (describing the movement of jobs from central cities to deconcentrated suburbs).

\textsuperscript{54} For the seminal work on concentrated poverty, see WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, WHEN WORK DISAPPEARS: THE WORLD OF THE NEW URBAN POOR (1996).


\textsuperscript{56} Gentrification in this Article, and in legal scholarship in general, arguably is overemphasized. As Lee Fennell observes, “[d]espite receiving the lion’s share of attention, gentrification appears to be empirically overshadowed by stasis and decline, at least in cities like Chicago and Philadelphia.” Lee Anne Fennell, Searching for Fair Housing, 97 B.U. L. REV. 349, 370 (2017).

\textsuperscript{57} The suburbs have not completely lost their appeal either, especially for dual income families with children. Currently, we are experiencing a moment in which the wealthy can imagine living in both the suburbs and the central city. See Schragger, supra note 37, at 1206 (acknowledging the “renewed popularity of the central cities” while also observing that “most development in the United States is still occurring outside the urban centers, in the suburban fringe.”).

\textsuperscript{58} See JENNY SCHUETZ, COST, CROWDING, OR COMMUTING? HOUSING STRESS ON THE MIDDLE CLASS (2019), https://www.brookings.edu/research/cost-crowding-or-commuting-housing-stress-on-the-middle-class/ [https://perma.cc/F9LQ-SBHH] (noting that commutes are longer in expensive housing markets).
inflection point to break down the walls that separate communities within the same region.

The challenge is to find feasible interventions that can make a meaningful difference. Embracing regionalism in planning and zoning is one such intervention. Zoning and planning must become areas of political struggle; that they are not is a failure of progressive imagination to date. The zoning powers local governments exercise are state-delegated, which means that states have the authority to move to a regional or state-level model if the general public calls for it or if elected leaders are courageous. By reclaiming zoning, states can reduce inequality and extend the benefits of property to more communities. Selective state-level decision-making in zoning that favors inclusive growth would also help alleviate the spatial inequality and division that naturally flows from pairing zoning authority with small municipal boundaries. Municipal boundaries are arbitrary but take on added significance when states delegate to them the power to exclude, or in other words, the power to zone.

Short-term thinking defines any ambitious project as unobtainable or politically dead upon arrival. Accordingly, scholars, are quick to dismiss calls for aggressive state assertions of zoning authority as unrealistic utopian dreams.59 Serious scholarship, so the thinking goes, accepts local insular governance and the NIMBY-ism of homeowners as insurmountable obstacles and focuses not on major change but on medium- to small-scale interventions.60 This is not to dismiss such work: incremental change is important and, as this Article highlights, barriers to regional zoning are significant. But as we approach the century-mark on the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act,61 it is also worth taking a broad view on what needs to change for zoning to become more inclusive. Operationalizing the proviso is not a panacea to the problems of

---


60. As Tim Iglesias notes, “for many reasons—including traditional policy reasons, local governments’ vested interests, and citizens’ lack of a regional vision—most states for the foreseeable future will continue to delegate substantial land use authority to local governments.” Tim Iglesias, Housing Impact Assessments: Opening New Doors for State Housing Regulation While Localism Persists, 82 OR. L. REV. 433, 457 (2003); see also Alejandro E. Camacho & Nicholas J. Marantz, Beyond Preemption, Toward Metropolitan Governance, 39 STAN. ENV’T L.J. 125, 147 (2020) (arguing for an alternative to state preemption in part because “the political challenges associated with complete preemption of the field of land-use regulation by a state or regional entity are widely recognized”).

inequality, but it could make a dent. The challenges associated with structural inequality call for a reexamination of traditional deference to local zoning. It is time to embrace a wider circle of concern and to be more ambitious about what zoning can accomplish. State intervention in zoning to check local governments provides a concrete way to explore what it would look like for property law to take race and class divisions seriously and to challenge the privileges tied to locally defined property rights.

This Article explores exclusionary zoning’s impact on housing supply and the related need for state intervention zoning. While deference to local zoning causes numerous problems that states can mitigate, local zoning’s exclusionary tendency is the most harmful. The Article, accordingly, uses housing as the primary lens through which to explore the direction zoning should change. Part I presents the emerging consensus that something needs to be done to reduce the extent to which exclusionary zoning constrains the supply of new housing. Progressives concerned about affordable housing have finally joined conservatives, who have long voiced concern about supply constraints, in pushing to check overregulation of new housing construction. For too long, progressives focused on what proved to be smaller battles in the affordable housing wars and ended up glossing over the larger relationship between zoning regulations and housing supply. When it comes to exclusionary zoning, there is cause for optimism when even rival scholarly camps—progressive and conservative scholars—come together to push against the status quo.

Part II looks back at the first century of zoning and emphasizes the possibilities offered by the Euclid proviso. It highlights both the harms of local exclusionary zoning and the doctrinal levers that provide limited checks on unfettered local exclusionary practices. Even as the Supreme Court affirmed that cities have the power to zone in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., the Court also indicated that such state-delegated authority could be limited if it was exercised in a way that did not comport with the general welfare. As Part II shows, ever since Euclid, public interest lawyers have attempted to fight back against exclusionary practices through assertions that local interests in keeping people out must give way to the state interest in permitting additional affordable housing. The Euclid proviso serves as a limitation on the power to zone and provides a justification for involving state authority in response to local parochialism.

Part III presents and responds to scholarly defenses of the zoning status quo. Deference to local zoning, especially in light of the ongoing prioritization of single-family home (SFH) zones, provides property
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owners with considerable stability. And there is value in stability. State mandates could weaken the ability of progressive cities and municipalities to take care of the most vulnerable. Part III seriously examines the stability and slippery slope arguments but ultimately finds such arguments too tethered to and limited by existing inequalities to be convincing. It then considers perhaps the most powerful argument against increasing the housing supply through deregulation: that such moves will lead to gentrification. Here, too, the Article ultimately comes down on the side of increasing affordable housing through upzoning, based on studies that question the link between new construction and resident displacement.

Part IV looks forward and argues that zoning’s second century should be marked by more assertive use of state-preemption of local zoning. Though past legal responses to local exclusionary zoning have been only marginally successful, this Part argues that there are reasons to be cautiously optimistic. Societal changes—the increasing attractiveness of the urban core to well-heeled younger adults and bipartisan awareness that too many people find themselves priced out of decent housing—have weakened local zoning’s stranglehold on politics and development. While one can imagine negative consequences should deference to local zoning be undermined, there is no doubt that traditional zoning operates to exclude low-income people, especially people of color, from better off localities. Displacing existing local zoning barriers with regulations that take a more permissive approach to increasing the housing supply appropriately threatens entrenched interests by declaring that cities should welcome everyone, not just the elite.

I. ZONING AND HOUSING SUPPLY

Signs that many parts of the country are at a breaking point in terms of housing supply are all around: record high prices for homes despite the coronavirus pandemic, workers forced to commute several hours just to get to work, and housing costs that leave even middle-class families struggling to pay ordinary non-housing expenses. Part I explores the limited supply of housing and the ways in which cities have used zoning to block new construction. Tackling the relationship between supply and high housing costs is neither a progressive nor a conservative issue but something that invites bipartisan cooperation. Reduction of housing supply constraints is particularly pressing in light of the renewed desirability of central cities. As Part I shows, cities have joined exclusive suburbs in making construction prohibitively expensive, locking in place large lot development and limiting housing density. Though increasing supply is viewed skeptically by some communities and advocates, supply matters. Fortunately, space is emerging for those on the left and the right
to recognize the shared responsibility of pushing for zoning change.

A. Bipartisan Agreement

In the closing months of the Obama administration, the White House released a remarkable report, *The Housing Development Toolkit*. The report took aim at “local barriers to housing development,” which the report claimed have “reduced the ability of many housing markets to respond to growing demand . . . jeopardizing housing affordability for working families, increasing income inequality by reducing less-skilled workers’ access to high-wage labor markets, and stifling GDP growth by driving labor migration away from the most productive regions.” The *Toolkit’s* first section highlighted the rise in local zoning restrictions since 1970 and argued that cumulatively these restrictions have made it difficult and prohibitively expensive to build new housing in areas with strong labor markets. But what makes the report remarkable are its ten recommended “starting points for local efforts to modernize housing planning and development”:

1. Establish by-right development
2. Tax vacant land or donate it to non-profit developers
3. Streamline or shorten permitting processes and timelines
4. Eliminate off-street parking requirements
5. Enact high-density and multifamily zoning
6. Allow accessory dwelling units
7. Establish density bonuses
8. Employ inclusionary zoning
9. Establish development tax or value capture incentives
10. Use property tax abatements

The pro-development, anti-regulatory bent of the *Housing Development Toolkit* makes it read like a Republican white paper, not like something produced by the Obama White House. The *Housing Development Toolkit* did not emerge out of thin air. Ten months earlier, Jason Furman, chairman of the White House Council of Economic Advisors at the time, gave a speech at the Urban Institute attacking “excessive or unnecessary land use or zoning regulations,”
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64. Id. at 2.
65. Id. at 5–8.
66. Id. at 14–19.
which he argued “allow a small number of individuals to capture the economic benefits of living in a community, thus limiting diversity and mobility.”

Furman followed those remarks up with an op-ed, published by the San Francisco Chronicle the same day as the Housing Development Toolkit was released, in which he emphasized that regulations have led to supply constraints and that “more efficient policies can promote availability and affordability of housing.”

To a remarkable extent, with the exception advocating for inclusionary zoning, Furman’s arguments and the Toolkit’s recommendations largely reflect conservative talking points.

This was not lost on others. George Mason law professor Ilya Somin noted in a Washington Post op-ed following Furman’s speech that there was an “emerging consensus” among “economists and other public policy experts across the political spectrum . . . that zoning rules are a major obstacle to affordable housing and economic opportunity for the poor and lower middle class.”

Somin observed, “Libertarians and other free market advocates have criticized zoning on such grounds for decades,” then noted, “recently, however, the critique of zoning has been taken up by prominent left of center commentators.”

The left-of-center critique is noteworthy because it comes with the risk of alienating environmentalists as well as urban progressives who stridently resist increased development in their communities. NIMBY-ism enjoys strong support from many of the same urban communities that voted overwhelming in favor of Obama in both 2008 and 2012. After the Toolkit was published, Doug Trumm, publications director for The Urbanist, declared, “Obama Is A YIMBY,” (Yes In My Backyard) and concluded, “we as housing advocates welcome the rhetorical shift.


72. Id.

emphasizing the need for cities to pick up the pace of multifamily housing production and focus policy on affordability and equity rather than obstruction and ever-lengthening process. So thanks, Obama.”

Also drawing on the “Thanks, Obama” meme, the Urbanism Editor for Curbed, Alissa Walker, similarly celebrated the Toolkit, writing, “this is a very progressive document that is sure to inspire some changes and enrage NIMBYs everywhere. I think I speak for everyone priced out of big cities when I say thanks, Obama.”

The problem in many big cities, as Cecilia Muñoz, Assistant to the President and Director of the Domestic Policy Council, and Luke Tate, Special Assistant to the President for Economic Mobility, note is that “too many of the communities with the most dynamic growth have pulled up those ladders [of opportunity] behind them—often unintentionally—by creating conditions that make it impossible for families to find affordable housing in the same communities where they can find jobs.” That a report essentially calling for deregulation of urban space could be characterized as “very progressive” is a sign of both how intertwined zoning and NIMBY-ism are across much of the country and how far the left has shifted when it comes to housing supply considerations.

The progressive turn against zoning is significant enough that a recent article decided it merited its own label: “the elite libertarian consensus on zoning deregulation.” As this label—and the shortened version, “elite libertarian consensus”—coined by professors Ganesh Sitaraman, Morgan Ricks, and Christopher Serkin suggests, the progressive turn against zoning combines strains of liberalism and libertarianism. In their article, Regulation and the Geography of Inequality, the authors argue that “[i]t is quickly becoming conventional wisdom among elite policymakers that the inaccessibility of superstar cities because of out-of-control
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79. Id. at 1770, 1810.
housing prices is a critical public policy challenge.\(^{80}\) Serkin, one of the
nation’s leading land use scholars, and his co-authors acknowledge the
ways over-regulation can increase housing costs in select cities but argue
against what they see as the emerging “liberal orthodoxy, at least among
academics and elite policymakers, to promote density by removing zoning
restrictions."\(^{81}\) Their position is that lessening zoning restrictions will not
do enough to tackle geographic inequality and could lead to greater
concentration of economic power in a few superstar cities, amounting to
a policy choice to abandon of the rest of the country.\(^{82}\)

These are valid concerns and the policy changes that the article offers
up, reversing deregulation and laissez-faire approaches in transportation,
communications, trade, and antitrust areas, are valuable.\(^{83}\) What is unclear
is why the article adopts an either/or approach to the article’s suggested
changes and the dismissively labeled emerging “liberal orthodoxy?”\(^{84}\)
Both things can be true: excessive zoning regulations are making housing
unaffordable in parts of the country with significant growth and more
should be done to ensure growth is not limited to a few superstar cities.
Given the infrequency of progressives and conservatives seeing eye-to-

B. The High Cost of Housing

The emerging bipartisan sense that something needs to be done about zoning is driven by the high cost of housing. It is common knowledge
(which is to say public perception and academic studies are in agreement)
that housing is unaffordable to wide segments of the population.\(^{86}\)
Especially for the poor and lower middle class, housing is unaffordable
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82. Id. at 1810–17.
83. Id. at 1785–1809.
84. Id. at 1814.
85. Id. at 1810.
nationwide.87 Wealth and income obstacles put homeownership out of reach for many young families.88 Moreover, according to calculations based on HUD’s fair market rent figures and a 30% cap on housing costs as a percentage of total household income, by the National Low-Income Housing Coalition, the 2020 National Housing Wage is $23.96 per hour for a modest two-bedroom rental home, meaning one would have to make that amount per hour in a full-time job in order to afford such a home.89 Given that the federal minimum wage is only $7.25 per hour, many tenants are not making enough to afford decent housing even with steady employment.90 Even taking account state and municipal mandates that raise the minimum wage above the federal floor,91 “the average minimum wage worker must work nearly 97 hours per week (more than two full-time jobs) to afford a two-bedroom rental home.”92 It is perhaps not surprising that California has a housing affordability problem, with nine of the ten most expensive metropolitan counties (Honolulu County is number ten).93 But even in Iowa, it takes more than two full-time jobs at minimum wage in order to afford a modest two-bedroom unit.94 As the report notes, “[i]n no state, metropolitan area, or county in the U.S. can a worker earning the federal or prevailing state or local minimum wage afford a modest two-bedroom rental home at fair market rent by working a standard 40-hour work week.”95

If rental costs are prohibitive for those at the bottom of the labor market, homeownership is even more so. Not only can it be difficult to save for a down payment on a low wage, but house prices seem to be moving ever

87. For a more extensive elaboration of the affordability crisis than is found in this Article, see Andrea J. Boyack, Responsible Devolution of Affordable Housing, 46 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1183, 1189–1209 (2019).
92. NAT’L LOW INCOME HOUS. COAL., supra note 89, at 2.
93. Id. at 17.
94. Id. at 19.
95. Id. at 4; see also Matthew Desmond & Monica Bell, Housing, Poverty, and the Law, 2015 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 15, 16 (2015) (noting “the majority of poor renting families in America devote over half of their income to housing; almost a quarter dedicate more than 70%”).
upward. The median sales price of a house in the United States at the end of 2019 was $327,100 and the average price was $384,600.\textsuperscript{96} But buyers looking for a two-bedroom home in the Washington, D.C. area will be hard-pressed to find one at those price points. Although such observations are quickly dated, consider the cost of housing in late July 2020. Options included a $330,000 apartment in the Columbia Heights neighborhood which squeezes in two bedrooms, living room and kitchen, and bath into 618 square feet.\textsuperscript{97} Additionally, the apartment included a $245 monthly Homeowners Association (HOA) fee.\textsuperscript{98} The unit was listed as an affordable housing unit, for which only households making between roughly $78,000 and $130,000 are eligible to apply to purchase the unit.\textsuperscript{99} There were other options, of course, but notably only two units west of Rock Creek Park (the park is a traditional dividing line in the city between the expensive upper northwest and the less expensive eastern part of Washington, D.C.) that cost less than $350,000.\textsuperscript{100} The most attractive, a 1350 square foot two-bedroom co-op apartment located near the National Cathedral, was deceptively priced right at $350,000 but in the fine print was the kicker, a $1,486 monthly HOA fee.\textsuperscript{101} Moving further out does not help much. It is not until one looks to Southeast, D.C., below the Anacostia River, that one could find duplex units and standalone single-family homes for less than $350,000.\textsuperscript{102} But even in an area long feared by Washington, D.C.’s white residents,\textsuperscript{103} signs of market-spillovers from the more privileged parts of the D.C. region (and of gentrification)


\textsuperscript{98} Id.

\textsuperscript{99} Id.


abound, with renovated houses priced in the $450,000-$700,000 range.\(^{104}\)

If Washington, D.C. is bad, San Francisco is even worse. During the same time period, there was not a single two-bedroom unit in the city that cost less than $350,000.\(^{105}\) Indeed, even after coronavirus hit the economy, only three two-bedroom units were available in late July 2020 that cost less than half a million dollars.\(^{106}\) The two market rate units, one priced at $399,000 and the other at $449,499, both came with roughly $1000 a month HOA fees.\(^{107}\) The below market rate dwelling unit, which came with a cap on household income and could only be sold to first-time homebuyers, cost $499,500 for 610 square feet in an area far removed from downtown.\(^{108}\) Things were not much better in the rest of the Bay Area. To find a comparable house for less than half a million south of San Francisco, one had to drive all the way to Redwood City, where two were available, one of which was a trailer home.\(^{109}\) Across the Bay Bridge, not a single two-bedroom unit was available in Berkeley for less than half a million and only three such units cost less than $350,000 in Oakland.\(^{110}\) The same basic observations about the price of housing can be made about cities across the country, from Boston and New York to Denver and Portland.\(^{111}\)


\(^{111}\) See J.P. MORGAN, DOES THE U.S. RISK ANOTHER HOUSING MARKET FALL? (2020),
C. Supply Constraints

The problem of housing affordability is a story not just about renter income but also about supply. As The State of the Nation’s Housing 2019 reports, residential construction is not keeping up with demand growth and “the housing that is being built is intended primarily for the higher end of the market.”112 As the report notes, not only are we not seeing a trickling down of units to the low end, but half of all metropolitan “posted declines of more than 10 percent” in the supply of low-cost (below $800 per month) units over the 2011–2017 period.113 Supply constraints, low inventory, and a construction industry still reeling from the Great Recession are pushing up housing prices.114 As a Freddie Mac report noted in December 2018, combining housing starts and housing depreciation with demand factors such as household formation “reveals a large and persistent shortfall in recent years.”115 Although downward filtering is the primary mechanism through which housing reaches poor people, supply shortfalls in a dynamic city can lead to reverse filtering, through which existing housing moves from a less well off to a better off household.116 Indeed, with demand at the low end of the market substantially outpacing supply, housing prices appreciated faster between 2000 and 2019 at the lower end of the housing market (126.2% appreciation) than at the high end (86.4% appreciation).117

Neoclassical economic theory suggests that the market will solve the

https://www.jpmorgan.com/global/research/us-housing-risk [https://perma.cc/MC2L-GRJL] (special report from J.P. Morgan’s Economic Research Team, 2020) (providing an interactive map that demonstrated that despite the expanding supply, areas such as Denver, Portland, and Boston are still experiencing high prices).


113. Id. at 4.


housing supply problem; in other words, the observed imbalance is temporary and will self-correct.\textsuperscript{118} When demand outpaces supply, developers will get extraordinary profit. That will encourage existing firms to expand and new entrants to enter the construction market. With time, the housing market will stabilize. Housing prices will approximate the cost of construction, taking into account ordinary profit margins, and supply will expand to meet demand in cities undergoing economic growth.\textsuperscript{119} It is still the case that the low end of the housing market will need subsidies because the monthly financing and maintenance expense of a modest unit is more than those at the bottom of the income spectrum can cover,\textsuperscript{120} but, with time, downward filtering should fill some of that gap.\textsuperscript{121} As Matthew Desmond’s Pulitzer Prize-winning book \textit{Evicted} shows, there is money to be made even at the low end of the market so long as the costs incurred by landlords are kept low.\textsuperscript{122} Though the Milwaukee rental market depicted in \textit{Evicted} is different from the experience of poor people in booming cities in the midst of reverse filtering, the vast majority of poor people nationwide do not get public housing support, residing instead in units provided solely by the private market.\textsuperscript{123} Put differently, for people in all income brackets, not just those

\textsuperscript{118} See Edward Glaeser, \textit{Reforming Land Use Regulations}, BROOKINGS INST. (Apr. 24, 2017), https://www.brookings.edu/research/reforming-land-use-regulations/ [https://perma.cc/TM2D-Z7VC] ("How do we know that high housing costs have anything to do with artificial restrictions on supply? Perhaps the most compelling argument uses the tools of Economics 101. If demand alone drove prices, then we should expect to see places that have high costs also have high levels of construction.").


\textsuperscript{121} See Stuart S. Rosenthal, \textit{Are Private Markets and Filtering a Viable Source of Low-Income Housing? Estimates from a “Repeat Income” Model}, 104 AM. ECON. REV. 687, 704 (2014) (arguing that downward filtering of rental units occurs faster than the rate for owner-occupied units and that housing advocates should “take seriously the market’s ability to generate lower-income housing, especially among rental units”).


\textsuperscript{123} Alicia Mazzara, \textit{Federal Rental Assistance Provides Affordable Homes for Vulnerable People in All Types of Communities}, CTR. ON BUDGET & POL’Y PRIORITIES (Nov. 9, 2017), https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/11-9-17hous.pdf [https://perma.cc/5C6T-Z7VC] (noting that “[f]or every assisted household in the United States, roughly three renter households pay half or more
with higher incomes who can afford a newly constructed unit, a lot is riding on the housing market successfully increasing supply when there are demand shocks.

Unfortunately, in many of the country’s economically dynamic cities, land use regulations effectively block increases in the supply of housing.\textsuperscript{124} The generational push outward from the cities to the suburbs that followed World War II, driven by white flight from desegregated areas, subsidized credit, and public infrastructure investment, resulted in the then familiar patterns of white, wealthier suburbs and darker, poorer urban centers.\textsuperscript{125} Though the central city retained many of the jobs, whites retreated at night to the suburbs and suburban governments resisted development as a way to protect the high level of services, particularly in terms of K-12 education, that their residents expected.

Given that education is funded largely though local property taxes, suburbs sought to maximize tax revenue and minimize demands on city services.\textsuperscript{126} This practical calculus, combined with a desire to keep out communities of color, meant privileged suburbs blocked denser, more affordable housing that predictably would have housed poorer families whose tax contributions would not cover the public service expenses

\textsuperscript{124} See generally Joseph Gyourko & Raven Molloy, Regulation and Housing Supply, in 5 Handbook of Regional and Urban Economics 1289 (Gilles Duranton, J. Vernon Henderson & William C. Strange eds., 2015) (reviewing theories and studies on why regulations arise and discussing the implications of those regulations).

\textsuperscript{125} In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson appointed the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders to investigate the underlying forces behind the riots of the 1960s. The commission released what is known as the Kerner Report which noted that the continued segregation in American cities was reinforced by white flight. See Nat’l Advisory Comm’n on Civ. Disorders, Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders 5 (1968) (“White racism is essentially responsible for the explosive mixture which has been accumulating in our cities since the end of World War II. Among the ingredients of this mixture . . . [is]: Black in-migration and white exodus, which have produced the massive and growing concentrations of impoverished Negroes in our major cities, creating a growing crisis of deteriorating facilities and services and unmet human needs.”); see also Leah Platt Boustan, Was Postwar Suburbanization “White Flight”? Evidence from the Black Migration, 125 Q.J. Econ. 417, 438 (2010). (“My estimates suggest that the change in racial diversity associated with black migration resulted in a 17% decline in urban population.”).

associated with them.\textsuperscript{127} What was true of privileged suburbs is now also true of many cities that have become attractive places to work and live. Once interest in living in the cities rebounded, prohibitive land use practices—exclusionary regulations, expensive and uncertain permitting processes, and local opposition to new development—moved from privileged suburbs to the urban core.\textsuperscript{128} As a result, in dynamic metropolitan regions, the same basic exclusionary approach is now common to both the central city and their surrounding suburbs. This alignment of restrictive land use practices is tragic for a number of reasons and it is worth exploring what led to this point.

\subsection*{D. The Rebound of the City}

Cities are on the rise. One explanation for their rise focuses on agglomeration effects, the ways in which physical proximity can catalyze economic growth. The classic modern example is a would-be entrepreneur with some computer skills. Such a person might be able to use those skills in a rural part of the country or in places like Columbus, Ohio but will have a much richer experience in Silicon Valley.\textsuperscript{129} There the would-be entrepreneur will find a peer group actively engaged in similar work.\textsuperscript{130} The chance that such a person will find out about new opportunities, learn new relevant skills, and even be in a position to take a chance on a new

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{127} Note, State-Sponsored Growth Management as a Remedy for Exclusionary Zoning, 108 HARV. L. REV. 1127, 1127–28 (1995). Suburbs unable to engage in these exclusionary practices can find that expenses can rise faster than revenue, creating ongoing political difficulties. See Angela Marie Simms, Power, Privilege, And Peril: Governing in a Suburban Majority Black and Middle Class County—A Regional Perspective (2019) (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania) (ScholarlyCommons) (exploring the challenges facing Prince George County, a majority Black suburban area outside of Washington, D.C.).}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{128} Intense anti-development sentiment in local districts, combined with municipal governance processes that limit attention to particular proposals, arguably help explain why cities are replicating the exclusionary practices of suburbs. See Schleicher, supra note 119, at 1670. One possible solution would be for cities to adopt a proactive approach to urban planning and zoning rather than merely reacting to proposals piecemeal. See Sara C. Bronin, Comprehensive Rezonings, 2019 BYU L. REV. 725 (2019); Roderick M. Hills, Jr. & David Schleicher, Planning an Affordable City, 101 IOWA L. REV. 91 (2015).

\textsuperscript{129} For a particularly influential account of what draws educated people to superstar cities, see RICHARD FLORIDA, CITIES AND THE CREATIVE CLASS 36 (2005) (explaining that the creative class looks for communities that have “abundant high-quality experiences,” are open to “diversity of all kinds,” and that “validate their identities as creative people”).

\textsuperscript{130} Nestor M. Davidson & John J. Infranca, The Sharing Economy as an Urban Phenomenon, 34 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 215, 232 (2016) (“Finally, cities increase productivity as proximity facilitates the rapid transmission of ideas. . . . [W]hen individuals engaged in the same skilled trade live in close proximity ‘[t]he mysteries of the trade become no mysteries; but are as it were in the air, and children learn many of them unconsciously.’” (quoting ALFRED MARSHALL, PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 271 (8th ed. 2013))).}
product is much higher. There is a positive feedback loop to proximity. 131 This is true whether the city is San Francisco (tech), New York (finance and fashion), Los Angeles (film), Hartford (insurance), or Boston (health and education). 132 Attention to agglomeration effects entered the legal scholarly literature primarily through the work of a few prolific professors but has since become a widely-accepted way of understanding urban economies. 133 As they and others have shown, agglomeration enables some cities in the United States, so-called “superstar cities,” to go on an economic tear while others continue to decline. 134 The economic potential unleashed through proximity and concentration effects helps explain why the Bay Area produces almost 20% of the nation’s patents and how “[t]he New York metropolitan area generates more economic output than Australia or Spain.” 135

Societal changes also played a role in elevating cities. Those who grew up in the suburbs following the middle and upper-class rush to the suburbs in the mid-twentieth century arguably understand the downsides of living in the endless meandering streets and endless cul-de-sacs and tract-home suburbia better than others, including their parents. 136 Especially as the urban frontier pushed ever outward in search of developable land, more


132. Edward L. Glaeser & Matthew G. Resseger, *The Complementarity Between Cities and Skills*, 50 J. REG’L SCI. 221, 241–42 (2010) (Figures 3 and 4 demonstrating that the primary indicator of increased information spillover is population density and level of education, showing similar levels across highly educated cities with varied industries like San Francisco, Boston, Hartford, and New York).


134. Vicki Been, *City NIMBYs*, 33 J. LAND USE & ENV’L L. 217, 230 (2018) (“The value of agglomeration is substantial. While New York City, San Francisco, and San Jose, for example, have 4% of the nation’s population, they are responsible for 12.6% of the nation’s gross national product.”); David Schleicher, *Stuck! The Law and Economics of Residential Stagnation*, 127 YALE L.J. 78, 96 (2017) (“[L]ocation matters. When people and capital congregate in particular cities and regions, they learn and trade more easily, and this creates wealth and generates economic growth.”).


136. See Amir Efrati, *The Suburbs Under Siege*, WALL ST. J. (June 2, 2006, 12:01 AM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB114921327859169468 [https://perma.cc/W6M3-5UBH] (“The influx of homes in the suburbs, and the traffic they bring, has become the chief concern of planners across the nation, many of whom are struggling to mitigate the impact of car culture.”).
people came to understand the toll that the long commutes and need to drive everywhere can have on happiness and health. Since the early 1990s, the combined effect of declining crime rates and sustained economic growth has made cities safer and more attractive, contributing to the increased interest in city living. With cities are no longer perceived as sites of danger, the upper middle class could imagine life outside of sealed off, isolated suburbs.

Race emerged as a complicating factor rather than as an all-determinative one. Over time, desegregation and laws such as the Fair Housing Act cracked open the suburbs to minority households. Wealthy whites could still expect their suburb would remain majority white, but African-Americans and Latinos were now part of these once racially exclusive communities. As historically excluded racial groups entered inner ring suburbs, white flight continued but in new forms. And in the city, young white professionals (including members of the LGBT community) moved into—gentrified—neighborhoods adjacent to existing communities of color. Racism did not go away, but in taking on new forms and finding new outlets (including the war on crime), it changed in

137. See Eagle, supra note 7, at 126 (highlighting “a reduced tolerance for commuting” as a contributing factor for urban gentrification).


139. For more on efforts to open up the suburbs to non-white households, see Christopher Bonasia, Knocking on the Door: The Federal Government’s Attempt to Desegregate the Suburbs (2006).

140. See Lindsay Haines, The Effects of White Flight and Urban Decay in Suburban Cook County, 18 PARK PLACE ECONOMIST 18, 25 (2010) (“[T]he models support the idea that the suburbs are experiencing urban decline similar to inner-cities in that white flight produces negative economic and social outcomes.”); see also Greta Kaul, White Flight Didn’t Disappear—It Just Moved to the Suburbs, MINNPOST (Mar. 21, 2018), https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2018/03/white-flight-didn-t-disappear-it-just-moved-suburbs/ [https://perma.cc/WNX3-NATQ] (discussing white flight from racially-integrating suburbs); cf. Samuel H. Kye, The Persistence of White Flight in Middle-Class Suburbia, 72 SOC. SCI. RES. 38, 49 (2018) (arguing that white flight continues even after minorities have moved into suburban neighborhoods: “Ultimately, results show virtually no evidence supporting the racial proxy hypothesis. Instead, findings demonstrate that the odds of white flight are significantly greater for all groups in middle-class neighborhoods, rather than their poorer counterparts. Additionally, predicted probabilities provide strong evidence confirming the independent effects of non-white racial/ethnic group presence—most notably for Hispanic and Asian residents—in driving white flight in middle-class neighborhoods”).

141. See, e.g., Derek S. Hyra, Race, Class, and Politics in the Cappuccino City 65, 67 (2017) (discussing how these pressures played out in the gentrification of Washington, D.C.).
ways that opened up the cities for a return migration of upper middle class white households while simultaneously eroding the suburb’s status as a protected racial enclave.\footnote{See Norrinda Brown Hayat, Urban Decolonization, 24 Mich. J. Race & L. 75, 98 (2018) (‘[A]s a result of reurbanization, elite enclaves expand into historically Black neighborhoods, the new occupants have displaced the old occupants to varying degrees.’).}

E. Closing the Gates to the City

As society and demographics changed, how cities approach development changed as well. The model for how scholars understand suburban and urban land use regulation broke down. For decades, property scholars relied on Professor William Fischel’s “homevoter hypothesis” to explain the exclusionary zoning practices of suburbs.\footnote{See William A. Fischel, The Homevoter Hypothesis: How Home Values Influence Local Government Taxation, School Finance, and Land-Use Policies (2001).} According to the homevoter hypothesis, homeowners, intent on protecting their single largest investment, their homes, dominate suburban politics.\footnote{Id. at 18 (arguing that “mercenary concern with property values, especially that of homeowners, motivates citizens to organize and make personal sacrifices for such things as public schools and amenable environments”).} New development threatens their home values, so they fight against things like new apartment buildings or the construction of affordable housing units. Having made it into the suburbs, homeowners do their best to lock the gate behind them, shutting out any late arriving groups.\footnote{But see Fischel, supra note 138, at 197–99 (pushing back on this explanation of suburban growth controls).} Indeed, homeowners do more than just cut off supply—they also increase the value of their homes using zoning tools such as minimum lot size requirements and time-consuming review processes to make it prohibitively expensive to build anything other than high-end housing.\footnote{As a Brookings Institution report highlights, formal restrictions as well as long or uncertain permitting processes can raise the price of housing. Jenny Schuetz, Brookings Inst., Is Zoning a Useful Tool or a Regulatory Barrier? (2019), https://www.brookings.edu/research/is-zoning-a-useful-tool-or-a-regulatory-barrier/ [https://perma.cc/CZZ7-EDQ9].} A combination of rational self-interest and racial animus sealed off the suburbs from the linked threats of growth and of an influx of less wealthy, often African-American or Latino, households.\footnote{See Nicole Stelle Garnett, Planning for Density: Promises, Perils and a Paradox, 33 J. Land Use & Env’t L. 1, 6 (2017) (laying out the regionalist argument against suburbs, which includes racism as a motivating factor in the exit to the suburbs).}

Scholars contrasted suburban exclusion with the generally pro-development orientation of central cities.\footnote{For an extended discussion of this contrast and an argument that homevoters are powerful}
driven by the homevoter hypothesis, city politicians were understood as beholden to “the growth machine,” developers, real estate professionals, and bankers, who were actively engaged in city elections and who benefited from urban growth.\textsuperscript{149} Cities, according to the growth machine understanding of urban land use, were more welcoming of everything from commercial and industrial activities to apartment buildings and, even, affordable housing.\textsuperscript{150} Cities therefore provided an escape valve for some of the pent-up regional development demand that otherwise would have been built in the suburbs. Notably, the homevoter hypothesis and the growth machine were linked, two sides of the same coin. The breakdown occurred when cities started closing their own gates, following the suburban model in blocking off new development that threatened their emerging exclusivity.\textsuperscript{151} High-end retail and white-collar jobs were still welcome, but cities would no longer be growth machines when it came to housing.

The political power of tenants and communities of color already living in the city helped push cities from the growth machine norm to an exclusionary approach. The anti-growth mindset normally associated with homevoters found expression in the urban space through the concern that development would harm tenants, especially communities of color. Advocates and community activists believed that new development would displace existing communities, resulting in gentrification and displacement.\textsuperscript{152} Community groups fought against market-supported construction because they believed current residents would not benefit from new high-end apartment complexes and retail spaces catering to the

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{149} See Harvey Molotch, \textit{The City as a Growth Machine: Toward a Political Economy of Place}, 82 AM. J. SOCIO. 309 (1976); Daniel P. Selmi, \textit{Reconsidering the Use of Direct Democracy in Making Land Use Decisions}, 19 UCLA J. ENV’T L. & POL’Y 293, 335 (2002) (“The growth machine model also correlates well with certain empirical observations about local government practices. For example, observers have noted evidence of some bias in municipal planning bodies toward development, while other commentators have periodically suggested that the real estate industry unduly influences the land use decision making process.”).
\item \textsuperscript{150} But see Been et al., supra note 148, at 259 (arguing that “the land-use politics of large cities are not as different from those of the suburbs as theorists, policymakers, and judges have assumed”).
\item \textsuperscript{151} See generally Been, supra note 134.
\item \textsuperscript{152} See, e.g., John A. Powell & Marguerite L. Spencer, \textit{Giving Them the Old “One-Two”: Gentrification and the K.O. of Impoverished Urban Dwellers of Color}, 46 HOW. L.J. 433, 469–76 (2003) (highlighting studies that found that gentrification leads to displacement); Bethany Y. Li, \textit{Now Is the Time!: Challenging Resegregation and Displacement in the Age of Hypergentrification}, 85 FORDHAM L. REV. 1189, 1190 (2016) (differentiating revitalization from gentrification with the key difference being that gentrification is associated with displacement).
\end{enumerate}
upper middle class.\textsuperscript{153} The anti-growth argument could take on deterministic elements: the arrival of a Whole Foods, an upscale gym, or a new loft-style apartment building thought to signal that an area had been gentrified and the area was now claimed by young urban professionals (yuppies) returning to the city.\textsuperscript{154} The notion that existing communities might benefit from such amenities, increase in economic activity, and additional supply of housing was rejected.\textsuperscript{155} Consequently, the fight against gentrification and displacement became a fight against growth; cities, often led by progressive coalition governments, responded by making development more difficult just as cities surged in popularity and demand.

Cities did not shut down the growth machine entirely. Even as it became progressively harder for housing at any price point to be built, cities and regions continued to seek out and permit business expansion within city limits.\textsuperscript{156} But for active efforts by cities and their surrounding suburbs to block new construction, economic booms that make a region attractive to in-movers should lead to only a temporary increase in the cost of housing. Seeing surging demand and the potential for above average returns, the market should respond with a corresponding increase in new housing starts. Although housing prices at the start of a regional growth spurt might be elevated over the combined cost of land and construction expenses, with time the market correction should limit both the duration and the extent of extraordinary price increases. With time, regional population and regional housing supply should increase to reflect that relative attractiveness of the employment opportunities available in these dynamic cities. But that is not what is happening. Instead, layers of land


\textsuperscript{154} For a bit of humor about gentrification, see (literally), Michael Che, White Women Took Brooklyn, YOUTUBE (Oct. 5, 2018), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip_sEUfizjE (last visited Sept. 10, 2020) (defending gentrification as better than blight or abandonment).


\textsuperscript{156} See, e.g., MADELINE BARON, MARLEY BUCHMAN, MIKE KINGSSELLA, RANDALL POZDENA & MICHAEL WILKERSON, HOUSING UNDERPRODUCTION IN CALIFORNIA 5 (2018), https://www.upforgrowth.org/sites/default/files/2018-12/UFG_CA_HousingUnderproduction_Proof_12.12.18.pdf (highlighting how California’s “unprecedented economic growth over the last decade” has led to upwards spiraling housing costs because of the “severe underproduction [of housing] over time”).
use regulations are effectively preventing the housing market from responding to increased demand, resulting in spiraling housing costs and little population growth in cities, regions, and entire states that are otherwise booming.\footnote{157}

\textit{F. Permanent Single-Family Zoning}

Two recent linked articles by Professor Robert Ellickson, a tireless critic of land use regulations that impose costs on housing developers, illustrate the profound impact zoning has on the urban housing market.\footnote{158} Starting with the observation that municipal zoning “is arguably the most consequential regulatory program in the United States,” Ellickson shows how large lot zoning and other zoning hurdles severely limit housing construction in urban areas.\footnote{159} Taking a regional approach, \textit{Zoning and the Cost of Housing} focuses on the thirty-seven suburbs and four localities in Silicon Valley, the greater New Haven area, and the greater Austin region.\footnote{160} Ellickson found that the suburbs in his study “set aside 91.0\% of their residentially zoned land (70.7\% of their total land area) exclusively for detached single-family use.”\footnote{161} Large minimum lot sizes, ranging from more modest 5,000 square feet minimum in East Palo Alto to Guilford, Connecticut’s whopping four acre minimum that applies to 61\% of its residentially zoned land, exacerbate the problem of pervasive SFH zoning.\footnote{162} As Ellickson shows, even when the area is undergoing tremendous growth, as Silicon Valley has for several decades, zoning regulations make it nearly impossible for the market to respond to the


159. Ellickson, Zoning and the Cost of Housing, \textit{supra} note 158, at 5; \textit{see also} Bronin, \textit{supra} note 128, at 727 (“Of all powers given to local governments, the power to zone is one of the most significant.”).


161. \textit{Id.} at 15–16.

increased demand for new housing. The result: stagnant population growth, sky-high housing costs, and mega-commutes for those locked out. In contrast, regions like the Greater Austin have kept both the exclusionary impulse and housing prices in check because they are more open to development, facilitate utility connections, and historically granted the central city broad annexation authority.165

The Zoning Strait-Jacket, Ellickson’s companion article, highlights the extent to which single-family housing zones become fixed zones, frozen in time and immune to regional development pressures. Neighborhoods, Ellickson argues, “remain virtually unchanged,” partly as a result of the initial investment but also because land use regulation “almost invariably works to freeze land uses in a neighborhood of houses.”166 When it comes to existing areas zoned for single family detached houses, “with rare exception, local zoning rules forbid construction of denser residential structures, even duplexes.”167 The zoning strait-jacket described by Ellickson functions in much the same way as a SFH restrictive covenant, securing to homeowners a great deal of security and certainty that their neighborhood will remain zoned solely

163. Ellickson, Zoning and the Cost of Housing, supra note 158, at 31–47.
165. See Ellickson, Zoning and the Cost of Housing, supra note 158, at 68–78.
166. See Ellickson, The Zoning Strait-Jacket, supra note 158.
167. Id. at 3. For more on the investment reason, the ways in which investments in an initial time period can work to fix or limit the uses of land in future time periods, see Eduardo M. Pehalver, Land Virtues, 94 CORNELL L. REV. 821, 829–32 (2009) (discussing land’s “memory,” which refers to the ways land development decisions have lasting consequences).
168. Ellickson, The Zoning Strait-Jacket, supra note 158, at 47.
for SFHs.\textsuperscript{169} The difference is that the ossification of zoning—its permanence when it comes to areas of residential detached homes even in cities experiencing increasing demand—involves the exercise of state power supposedly for the public welfare. This is not a small problem with minor consequences, for this “zoning strait-jacket binds a large majority of urban land in the United States.”\textsuperscript{170} Combined, Zoning and the Cost of Housing and The Zoning Strait-Jacket convincingly demonstrate that land use regulations, often in the form of excessive protection of the SFH, in practice operate to permanently lock up land across metropolitan regions. In regions experiencing economic growth, these regulations contribute significantly to the problems of undersupply and unaffordability that plague urban housing markets.

For those familiar with Ellickson’s past work, his conclusion in these two articles—that over-regulation has (wrongly) depressed housing supply—is hardly surprising. A prolific scholar, Ellickson’s previous targets for attack include inclusionary zoning,\textsuperscript{171} rent control,\textsuperscript{172} public housing’s move towards mixed-income housing,\textsuperscript{173} and even the idea that people should have a right to shelter.\textsuperscript{174} One way to view Ellickson’s scholarship is a tireless focus, spanning several decades, on the ways in which policies designed to help the poor when it comes to housing paradoxically harm them by undermining how markets work.\textsuperscript{175} This law and economics approach and the particular conclusions Ellickson reached on inclusionary zoning, rent control, and the like are an anathema to the left and Ellickson’s career has inspired a whole response literature.\textsuperscript{176}

\textsuperscript{169} For a classic case on the power of SFH-restrictive covenants to protect homeowners even in the face of neighborhood changes, see W. Land Co. v. Truskolaski, 495 P.2d 624, 625–28 (Nev. 1972) (acknowledging growth and development changes in the area immediately surrounding a covenant protected SFH community in Reno but holding in favor of enforcing the SFH restriction).

\textsuperscript{170} Ellickson, The Zoning Strait-Jacket, supra note 158, at 4.


\textsuperscript{175} There is nothing new to this move: it is arguably the default law and economics response to progressive policies in property law and in other areas of the law. See Ezra Rosser, Destabilizing Property, 48 CONN. L. REV. 397, 432–33 (2015) (describing this move in more detail).

Ellickson excoriated land use regulations that add to development costs, the mainstream left played at the margins. Hoping that by providing a layer of rights to poor people—in the form of everything from eviction defense and court reform to the implied warranty of habitability and anti-condo conversion rules—the law could alter urban growth patterns, the left fought a rear-guard action.\(^\text{177}\) There is tremendous value to this work and this section should not be considered a critique of it, but it is work largely premised on a fixed or shrinking pie.

G. Supply Neglect and Denial

When it comes to discussing the housing market, the academic left generally has not taken increases to supply through new construction seriously. Thus, for example, when debates about the implied warranty of habitability raged in the 1970s and 1980s between liberals or crits (those we now know as progressives or retired Marxists) and conservatives or law and economics scholars (those we now know as conservatives or law and economics scholars), the hostile political environment meant that the best the left could do was argue that in some cities, with some market conditions, the implied warranty of habitability (IWH) would not necessarily, in all circumstances, reduce supply.\(^\text{178}\) Left-leaning scholars showed that the implied warranty can prevent the premature destruction of some units by landlords “milking” rental properties (allowing units to deteriorate by not maintaining them as a way to maximize returns on rental investments).\(^\text{179}\) They also demonstrated that the implied warranty of habitability arguably can be imposed on a very hot market without

\(^{177}\) As Professor David Super notes about the signature doctrinal shift in support of the rights of tenants, the implied warranty of habitability, “[t]he narrow lesson of the failure of the implied warranty of habitability is that direct subsidies have far more potential than regulatory action to improve low-income tenants’ housing conditions.” David A. Super, The Rise and Fall of the Implied Warranty of Habitability, 99 CALIF. L. REV. 389, 461 (2011).

\(^{178}\) See, e.g., Duncan Kennedy, The Effect of the Warranty of Habitability on Low Income Housing: “Milking” and Class Violence, 15 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 485 (1987) (showing that in some circumstances the implied warranty could protect units against decay and abandonment); Bruce Ackerman, Regulating Slum Housing Markets on Behalf of the Poor: Of Housing Codes, Housing Subsidies and Income Redistribution Policy, 80 YALE L.J. 1093 (1971) (arguing that code enforcement can redistribute income from landlords to tenants in a way that landlords will not always be able to recover from tenants); see also Ezra Rosser, Rural Housing and Code Enforcement: Navigating Between Values and Housing Types, 13 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 33, 40–42 (2006) (describing the debate and collecting sources). For a well-done documentary on the rise and fall of critical legal studies, see Jeannie Suk Gersen, The Crits (2021), https://today.law.harvard.edu/book-review/the-influence-of-critical-legal-studies/ [https://perma.cc/6QJG-GSSX].

\(^{179}\) See Kennedy, supra note 178, at 489–98 (defining “milking”).
necessarily altering developer investment decisions.\textsuperscript{180}

Even recognizing the significant contributions these arguments made at the time, these are more nuanced and less powerful arguments compared to the right’s rhetorical position that added costs inevitably will reduce the supply of new housing. With the exception of advocating for government housing subsidies and pushing for housing on a piecemeal basis for particular projects or as part of community economic development program at the neighborhood level, the left traditionally has had very little to say about how the law might be changed at a structural level to allow for new construction that could increase the supply of private housing.\textsuperscript{181}

Indeed, rather than being indifferent to supply, a segment of the affordable housing advocacy community rejects the idea that market additions to the housing stock supply can help ordinary people.\textsuperscript{182} Most poor people live in market supplied housing, not in public housing.\textsuperscript{183} Because the amount that the poor can pay for housing is not enough to cover construction and maintenance costs, the market cannot build new units for the poor without subsidies.\textsuperscript{184} But through downward filtering,
the trickling down of units originally built for middle and upper class buyers, some market rate housing eventually becomes available at lower price points. The tricke-down description of the housing market—relying as it does on the same basic mechanism for benefits to reach ordinary people—sounds and functions like the largely discredited trickde-down theory of economics.

Additional luxury condos in a gentrifying part of downtown or in an exclusive suburb, according to some housing advocates, are not going to exceed those that can be afforded by lower income (and some middle-income) households.

For background analysis on the theory of downward filtering in the housing market, see S. Burlington Twp. NAACP v. Twp. of Mount Laurel, 336 A.2d 713, 741 (N.J. 1975) (Pashman, J., concurring) (“The brunt of this shortage is, of course, borne by persons with low or moderate incomes. . . . In theory, low and moderate income families should benefit even from construction of new housing which they themselves cannot afford because such housing creates vacancies which ‘filter down.’ In reality, however, most of these vacancies are absorbed by the enormous lag between population growth and new housing construction. The housing which does ‘filter down’ to persons with low or moderate incomes is often badly dilapidated and in deteriorating neighborhoods.” (citations omitted); Boudreaux, supra note 28, at 635–38 (providing an extended, celebratory overview of filtering); Mangin, supra note 119, at 102–03 (describing downward and upward filtering); Ira S. Lowry, Filtering and Housing Standards: A Conceptual Analysis, 36 LAND ECON. 362, 363 (1960) (“I propose to define ‘filtering’ simply as a change in the real value (price in constant dollars) of an existing dwelling. . . . By this definition the dwelling unit can filter up in value as well as down; occupancy may change as a consequence, or it may not; other units may be similarly affected, or not.” (emphasis omitted)); Andrew G. Dieterich, An Egalitarian’s Market: The Economics of Inclusionary Zoning Reclaimed, 24 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 23, 43–45 (1996) (“Conceptually, the filter theory sees the housing market as two ladders. On the supply ladder are houses, arranged according to quality. On the demand ladder are housing consumers, arranged according to income. When a new house is built at the top of the supply ladder, the highest person on the demand ladder moves into it, leaving an old house vacant. Since this vacant house is better than the house belonging to the second highest family on the demand ladder, that family sells and moves into the now second best house on the supply ladder. The process continues, and every consumer eventually moves up a notch.”).

For more on the failure of the tricke-down theory of economics, see Daphne T. Greenwood & Richard P. F. Holt, Growth, Inequality and Negative Trickle Down, 44 J. ECON. ISSUES 403, 408–09 (2010) (arguing that concentrated income growth has not trickled down in the United States and instead has lowered many people’s well-being, lowered provision of public goods, and increased competition for limited housing resources); and Shu-Chun Susan Yang, Do Capital Income Tax Cuts Trick Down?, 60 NAT’L TAX J. 551, 551–53 (2007) (demonstrating that welfare gains from capital income tax cuts—alone—do not trickle down, to highlight that “tax liability changes are a poor proxy for welfare changes”).
improve the housing market experience of lower income households.\textsuperscript{187} Taking a particularly hostile view of supply, some advocates go so far as to argue that additional high-end housing \emph{harms} those already dealing with unaffordable housing. By making an area more attractive to the wealthy, advocates argue that new construction can induce additional demand, leading to greater displacement pressure on existing residents.\textsuperscript{188} According to this view, new market rate housing reduces the land available for subsidized housing in areas that are already substantially developed.\textsuperscript{189} By rejecting the basic economic principle that increased supply should lead to price decreases in all but extreme circumstances marked by perfect inelasticity, some affordable housing and community advocates have painted themselves into a corner. They now find themselves simultaneously embracing urban NIMBY-ism when it comes to market rate construction while also decrying the undersupply of affordable housing.

\textbf{H. Supply Matters}

Ultimately, progressive hostility to the notion that supply matters is not

\textsuperscript{187} It is worth noting that gentrification can lead to improved services and amenities that may benefit lower-income residents. \textit{See} Lance Freeman & Frank Braconi, \textit{Gentrification and Displacement: New York City in the 1990s}, 70 J. AM. PLAN. ASS’N 39, 51 (2007) (“[G]entrification brings with it neighborhood improvements that are valued by disadvantaged households, and they consequently make greater efforts to remain in their dwelling units, even if the proportion of the income devoted to rent rises.”); J. Peter Bryne, \textit{Rhetoric and Realities of Gentrification: Reply to Powell and Spencer}, 46 HOW. L.J. 491, 494–95 (2003) (“I see gentrification creating new opportunities for existing low-income residents in terms of jobs, shopping, and education . . . [B]oth common sense and available data suggest that for many poor residents, increased job opportunities, personal safety, and amenities provide a context in which they can improve their economic standing and claim their citizenship.”).

\textsuperscript{188} \textit{See} James A. Kushner, \textit{Smart Growth, New Urbanism and Diversity: Progressive Planning Movements in America and Their Impact on Poor and Minority Ethnic Populations}, 21 UCLA J. ENV’T L. & POL’Y 45, 67 (2003) (“Under gentrification, a consumer preference for urban living causes developers to increase rents, displacing the poor into a dwindling supply of decent housing, resulting in landlord exploitation, excessive rent costs, overcrowding, or the outright expulsion from the city or entry intro homelessness.”); Dieterich, supra note 185, at 97 (discussing gentrification and noting that “the total amount of space possessed by the wealthy increases, while the total amount of space possessed by the poor decreases”); Keith Aoki, \textit{Race, Space, and Place: The Relation Between Architectural Modernism, Post-Modernism, Urban Planning, and Gentrification}, 20 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 699, 798 (1993) (“As new units were created on the high-end of the ladder, older units at the bottom depreciated until they were abandoned.”).

\textsuperscript{189} \textit{See also} Lance Freeman & Jenny Schuetz, \textit{Producing Affordable Housing in Rising Markets: What Works?}, 19 CITYSCAPE 217, 227 (2017) (detailing how new higher-market-rate housing together with limited land availability creates strains on low- and moderate-income households); J. Peter Byrne & Michael Diamond, \textit{Affordable Housing, Land Tenure, and Urban Policy: The Matrix Revealed}, 34 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 527, 551 (2007) (arguing that “[m]aintaining affordable units may stem the tide or mitigate the displacement effects of gentrification[] in an appreciating neighborhood, [and that] maintaining subsidized housing may be the only way to maintain economic diversity”).
well grounded. As Vicki Been, Ingrid Gould Ellen, and Katherine O’Regan show in *Supply Skepticism: Housing Supply and Affordability*, there is no empirical support for the anti-development position of supply skeptics.\(^\text{190}\) Their article notes that “[d]espite the arguments raised by supply skeptics, there is a considerable body of empirical research showing that less restrictive land-use regulation is associated with lower prices.”\(^\text{191}\) The article methodically responds to the arguments of supply skeptics. The article shows that even with land constraints, housing supply can expand and should lead to price decreases.\(^\text{192}\) Furthermore, new construction at the top end of the housing market can have a cascade effect across multiple market segments; by relieving high end demand pressure, fewer units should filter upward, helping with general affordability even for those not able to afford the new units.\(^\text{193}\) Though new construction might induce additional demand, the market effects of additional supply overwhelm any induced demand effects.\(^\text{194}\) Similarly, while the article concedes that new construction could lead to higher rents, what little empirical work has been done on the issue has reached the opposite conclusion, that additional market supply reduces displacement in the immediate area.\(^\text{195}\) “In sum,” the authors argue, “the preponderance of the evidence shows that restricting supply increases housing prices and that adding supply would help to make housing more affordable.”\(^\text{196}\) The article’s analysis is restrained: even as it marshalled study after study to show that supply skeptics are wrong, it does not treat the intuitions behind supply skepticism dismissively.

Others are less restrained in their criticism of supply skeptics. Professor Michael Lewyn likens supply skepticism to climate change denial: “Just as a place where climate change denialism is rampant is likely to adopt anti-environmental policies, a city pockmarked with supply-and-demand denialism is likely to adopt anti-supply policies such as restrictive zoning and laws that discourage people from becoming landlords.”\(^\text{197}\) Sonja


\(^{191}\) Id. at 26.

\(^{192}\) Id. at 28.

\(^{193}\) Id. at 28–29.

\(^{194}\) Id. at 30.

\(^{195}\) Id. at 31.

\(^{196}\) Id. at 27.

Trauss, founder of San Francisco Bay Area Renters’ Federation (SF BARF), used her organization to push for lower zoning and environmental regulations in order to increase supply of both market rate and subsidized housing. As the New York Times reported, SF BARF members “can be hard to label politically” given their combination of a pro-development agenda and left political positions on most other issues. In some respects members of SF BARF reflect internal tensions between two generations of liberals: “a generally older group of progressives who worry that an influx of corporate techies is turning a city that nurtured the Beat Generation into a gilded resort for the rich . . . [and who] oppose almost every new development except those reserved for subsidized affordable housing.”

Explaining why supply matters so much to Yes-In-My-Backyard (YIMBY) advocates in the Bay Area like her, Trauss noted, “We just flat out ran out of housing . . . . There’s not enough to go around, and as with any kind of shortage if there’s not enough to go around, rich people get what’s there.”

I. Possibility of a Collective Scholarly Push

Although theory is not the primary focus of this Article, the emerging consensus that housing supply matters and that regulatory barriers contribute to the affordable housing crisis presents an opportunity to bridge competing strains of property theory. Whether dismissively labeled as an “elite liberal libertarian consensus” or categorized as an example of the left finding some truth in things that the right has said for decades, joint appreciation by conservatives and progressives of the impact zoning can have on housing supply is exciting. It creates space to break through the various barriers that until now have allowed local governments near dynamic cities to severely limit the supply of new housing. Such barriers are largely political and will be torn down through political movements not legal theory. But an academic consensus, even or perhaps especially


198. For more on the origins of SF BARF and on Sonja Trauss, see CONOR DOUGHERTY, GOLDEN GATES: FIGHTING FOR HOUSING IN AMERICA 15–38 (2020).


200. Id.


202. Sitaraman et al., supra note 78, at 1810.
an “elite” consensus, could serve as a lever to help unfreeze zoning and to force zoning to account for state or regional, as opposed to purely local, needs. Within the property theory space, such a consensus provides a way for scholars to move beyond some of the trench warfare between conservatives and progressives that has filled law review pages in the last decade and that has left scholars talking past one another.

The emerging consensus, to the extent to which it facilitates scholarly engagement with how people experience property or a lack thereof, may have a theoretical payoff as well. The ongoing (polite) battle between progressive and conservative property scholars over at least the last decade has allowed academics to reconsider the very nature of property and to question many of the high-level rules within the system. The battle has also, for better or worse, sucked the air out of more pragmatic and grounded scholarly explorations of property. It is beyond the scope of this Article to rehash the opposing positions of conservatives and progressive property folks, but those on both sides view their work as important in improving how property rules operate in the real world. There are some areas—the relative significance of the right to exclude and the extent to which clear rules are fundamental to the system—where the disagreements between conservative and progressive scholars is not likely to shift much. But the emerging elite consensus that it is time to lessen the extent to which land use regulations prevent housing development is an area inviting a rapprochement in the form of a collective scholarly push.

Unaffordable housing has not been ignored by progressive antipoverty advocates. They have been on the frontlines, supporting residents facing displacement, eviction, and predatory practices by landlords. The same is true of many professors and, as a consequence, law review pages are filled with stories of fights against gentrification, public housing rules,


204. Partial summaries of these positions can be found in previous articles by the author, though it is worth noting that information theory so far has tended to focus on broad understandings of property and not on zoning. See Rosser, supra note 175, at 407–28 (providing a summary of information theory and of responses to such work); Ezra Rosser, The Ambition and Transformative Potential of Progressive Property, 101 CALIF. L. REV. 107, 115–26 (2013) (providing a summary of the first batch of progressive property works); see also Brandon M. Weiss, Progressive Property Theory and Housing Justice Campaigns, 10 U.C. IRVINE L. REV. 251, 256–60 (2019) (providing a summary of progressive property theory); Katrina M. Wyman, The New Essentialism in Property, 9 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 183 (2017) (providing an overview of conservative property thought and progressive responses).

rent increases, and poor housing conditions that are built around the humanity of those impacted by unaffordable housing. For those in the housing justice community, these fights transcend individual clients and have systematic significance. And they are noble fights, grounded in a way that is only possible when advocates get to know the poor and their struggles. But such attention to individual struggles arguably leaves many housing justice advocates either blind to the importance of supply or without the time and resources to engage in broader policy pushes.

The difficulty balancing individual representation and advocacy for systematic change is not unique to those operating in the housing space, for similar critiques have long been leveled against direct legal services for the poor. That these critiques are often penned by insiders seeking to challenge the social-political system writ large, compelled to write out of frustration or exhaustion with the endless parade of individual indignities, is a sign that even those whose lives are dedicated to individual representation recognize the limits of one-off fights. No wonder that Matthew Desmond, at the end of both *Evicted* and in a recent op-ed on evictions in the coronavirus pandemic, calls on Congress to meet the challenges of eviction with massive rental assistance.

For as much as *Evicted* brought needed attention to the problem of eviction, in many ways the poor do not have an eviction problem, they have a rent problem or a rent-versus-income problem. Some evictions occur because landlords do not want to deal with a tenant who complains about conditions or want to renovate a unit to meet demand at the top of the market, but the main driver is that tenants cannot afford to pay rent and fall behind. Their household income cannot keep up with market rent even for run down units and government programs do not provide funding to close the income-rent gap for most low-income households. A similar story can be told about many of the progressive housing fights over the past fifty years.

---


As well-meaning as they are, they are attacks on the follow-on consequences of low supply and low income, and as such amount to rearguard actions that respond to market pressures but rarely drive market outcomes.

If the challenge on the left is an inability to see the forest through the trees, to take supply at least as seriously as the endless series of related battles, the challenge on the right is recognizing that deregulation alone is insufficient. Some people will not be housed without state support. And an even larger number of people will remain severely rent burdened, paying well beyond 30% of their income, if the United States does not dramatically increase the breadth and depth of rental subsidies. Deregulation that made it much easier for developers to build more units likely would have an effect across the market but getting additional supply online takes time, as does downward filtering. Deregulation alone will not be enough to house the most needy, because even with extremely generous assumptions about the power of the market, it still depends on ability to pay. Getting the poor housed will require increased public investment in public housing, whether in the form of vouchers, traditional public housing, shelters, housing first programs, public-private tax-credit partnerships, or utility support. Though this Article focuses on the need to lessen the impact of land use regulations on housing supply, market-oriented conservatives should be careful to not let their deregulatory rhetoric take on an overly optimistic, panglossian air. When it comes to increasing the housing supply, the state still matters and market alone will not solve the problem, especially for those with the least ability to pay.

Increasing housing supply should be a priority for those committed to the values of an ownership society as well as for those concerned about increasing inequality and housing affordability. For such a collective push to occur, progressive scholars might have to accept a bit of “I told you so” ribbing from conservatives who have a longer track record of being concerned about increasing supply through new construction. And for their part, conservative scholars might have to demonstrate that they do in fact care about the poor and vulnerable and were not using expressions of concern as merely a rhetorical tool.

II. THE EUCLID PROVISO

Though the first century of zoning was marked by deference to
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traditional exclusionary zoning, the seeds for a less insular understanding of zoning were planted from the moment the Supreme Court first upheld local zoning. Part II argues that the *Euclid* proviso—which limits local authority if zoning is counter to the larger public interest—merits greater attention from scholars and policymakers. Parochial local zoning contributes to both geographic inequities and high housing costs. Part II ends by showing that state preemption of local zoning not only is possible but can further the general welfare.

### A. Local Zoning and the Larger Public Interest

In 1926, the Supreme Court held that zoning was a constitutionally permitted use of the police power. Though the case required a second oral argument and multiple briefs, the Court in *Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.* adopted a highly deferential standard for judicial review of municipal zoning. Justice Sutherland, writing for the Court, declared that cities can put in place zoning restrictions unless they “are clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare.” This loose standard gave localities tremendous authority and a great deal of leeway to decide for themselves what growth to permit and what forms of development to block. But the *Euclid* opinion was not wholly blind to the dangers of entrusting such unfettered discretion to local governments.

In what might be called the *Euclid* proviso, Sutherland noted that the holding was not meant “to exclude the possibility of cases where the general public interest would so far outweigh the interest of the municipality that the municipality would not be allowed to stand in the way.” In the century that followed *Euclid*, there were only occasional whispers heard from the proviso. Instead, cities flexed their muscles and trumpeted their Supreme Court-affirmed zoning powers to exclude undesirable uses and low-income people from their territory. But just
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as the Court observed that societal changes in the half-century preceding *Euclid* changed the line on what is permissible for cities to regulate, so too, circumstances have sufficiently changed since *Euclid* that it is once again time to reevaluate the appropriate level of judicial deference when it comes to local zoning regulations.

So far, the record is mixed when it comes to judicial checks on local governance decisions that run counter to the larger public interest. In the canonical zoning case, *Mount Laurel I*, the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that every “municipality must, by its land use regulations, presumptively make realistically possible an appropriate variety and choice of housing.” The court held that cities “cannot foreclose the opportunity of the classes of people mentioned for low and moderate income housing and in its regulations must affirmatively afford that opportunity, at least to the extent of the municipality’s fair share of the present and prospective regional need therefor.”

In *Mount Laurel II*, the judicially-imposed requirement on localities was expanded to include an affirmative obligation to build low-income housing. Tired of excuses and delays by municipalities, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that “[t]he municipal obligation to provide a realistic opportunity for low and moderate income housing is not satisfied by a good faith attempt. The housing opportunity provided must, in fact, be the substantial equivalent of the fair share.” The court noted that it “may require more than the elimination of unnecessary cost-producing requirements and restrictions” for cities to meet their fair share obligations; more demanding “[a]ffirmative governmental devices,” including cooperation with federal housing subsidy programs, may be
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required. Unfortunately, the promising language in *Mt. Laurel I* and *Mt. Laurel II* did not result in radical transformation in New Jersey. Localities continued to drag their heels and to look for ways to avoid having to provide housing for low-income (and often racially-defined or racially-stereotyped) people. More importantly, the *Mt. Laurel* approach, which imposed affordable housing obligations on local zoning as part of cities’ obligations to the general welfare, did not escape the Garden State; it remained a one-off that garnered attention but not followers.

### B. Localized Inequities

Two zoning adjacent cases, *Javins v. First National Realty Corp.* and *San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez*, help illuminate how courts respond to locally-supported inequities. In *Javins*, Judge J. Skelly Wright invented a novel doctrine, the implied warranty of habitability (IWH), to deal with the poor conditions tenants faced in a Washington, D.C. apartment building. Under the common law, tenants had few protections against conditions that developed during the tenancy, but, through the IWH, tenants could use poor conditions—lack of heat, water damage, etc.—as a defense against eviction. Though the IWH has been weakened over time, the *Javins* decision inspired localities across the country to pass IWH statutes. What began with a single federal court opinion swept the nation, fundamentally altering the landlord-tenant relationship by significantly increasing (without compensation) the obligations associated with residential rental ownership.

*San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez*—a case involving a challenge to inequitable spending on public education in a
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single school district that had a racially disparate impact\textsuperscript{230}—shows the promise as well as the downside of impact litigation meant to challenge artificial boundaries. The Supreme Court acknowledged the inequities involved in Texas’ system of local funding of education but rejected the idea that education was a fundamental right under the Constitution.\textsuperscript{231} Not only was San Antonio allowed to keep in place the structures that advantaged schools and children in wealthy areas and disadvantaged schools and children in poor areas, but the same was true across the country.\textsuperscript{232}

Although the Court demonstrated in \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}\textsuperscript{233} that when it came to egregious forms of racial discrimination it could put the general welfare above local educational policies,\textsuperscript{234} the \textit{San Antonio v. Rodriguez} Court was unwilling to consider wealth a suspect classification nor intervene in local policies that create structural educational inequities tied to wealth.\textsuperscript{235} While not a zoning case, the Supreme Court’s deference to inequitable government policies in this case contributed to an arms race across the nation, with wealthy areas using a combination of exclusionary zoning and the strength of their now protected public schools to lock in local advantage.\textsuperscript{236} The \textit{Javins} decision shows how courthouse victories can lead to legislative change protective of vulnerable groups. However, the inverse is also true: after \textit{San Antonio v. Rodriguez} extended localities wide latitude in how they shape the costs and benefits of life within their territories, local governments knew they could count on judicial deference to shield their policies from meaningful challenges.

C. The General Welfare

At least in theory, the \textit{Euclid} proviso provides a way of responding to parochial localism, providing policymakers with guidance as to when states should intervene in local affairs. As Nestor Davidson argues in a
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recent Article, when localities exercise state delegated powers, “that plenary authority must advance the actual, general welfare of the people of the state.” Consequently, “[t]his spatially inflected understanding of general welfare thus supplies an operative principle to translate normative commitments into the structural terms of state/local conflicts.” If general welfare is indeed a limitation, then the structural question—should something be done at the local or at the state level—can be answered in part by looking at whether a locality is doing something that offends state values. Davidson explains:

> When local governments exercise their authority as a means of racial, economic, or similar exclusion, their parochialism has an inherently normative dimension. That exercise can offend the values of the state as a whole and can therefore in turn justify state intervention. Explicitly considering the general welfare of the state in evaluating the boundaries of local power provides a mechanism for limiting the most pernicious externalities that can be produced by local parochialism at the margins.239

The challenge with Davidson’s use of the general welfare as a limitation on local authority is that it assumes that “racial, economic, or similar exclusion” runs counter to “the values of the state as a whole.” But what if the state also values such exclusion? This possibility is not far-fetched; indeed, exclusion can be a normative commitment at both the state and local level, which can be seen in state resistance to additional supply of affordable housing in wealthy states such as California, Connecticut, and New Jersey.

If “the general welfare” is going to limit localities, there has to be more to “the general welfare” than simply moving up a political level and allowing the state a carte blanche to supply the definition. Davidson answers the problem of definitional source by turning to the Mount Laurel I decision. “Looking to the concept of general welfare alone was not sufficient to delineate the limits on local authority,” Davidson continues, “rather, the court needed an underlying normative concern to give content to the relevant terms of the broader welfare at issue.” The concern that drove the New Jersey Supreme Court in Mount Laurel was the connection between the fundamental human need for shelter and the general
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welfare. Taking a broad reading of what the New Jersey Supreme Court was doing, Davidson argues that “the doctrine can be read as allowing courts to distinguish between more or less normatively valid grounds for the assertion of local autonomy in state/local conflicts.” This is an attractive vision of courts to be sure, but one that relies heavily on alignment between the progressive/academic vision of the general welfare and that of courts for it to work. Put differently, what if judges have a different understanding of what constitutes valid grounds for deferring or not deferring to local autonomy? Ultimately, even though Davidson’s article is only a partial step along the path towards “a coherent, textually grounded, implementable conception of the outer boundaries of localism,” it does a great job elevating the fact that there is “a normative valence to localism” that cannot be avoided.

D. State Preemption

Transitioning from theory to practice, the (limited) examples of state interventions in local zoning provide a way of understanding the practical reach of “general welfare” in the Euclid proviso. Though “state and federal courts for the most part have ignored this Euclidian caveat,” states are beginning to be more assertive in adding content to the general welfare. While select cities have made similar moves, in 2019, Oregon became the first state to essentially prohibit SFH zoning in urban areas. Drawing on state level efforts to expand the default development rights of owners and to require cities to permit higher density construction, John
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Infranca argues that states are engaged in a new form of statehouse-driven zoning changes. Following *Mount Laurel I*, the first wave of state efforts piggybacked on local zoning regulations by imposing additional requirements but did not displace the local governance prerogative. The emerging state zoning initiatives, in contrast, are less deferential and impose states’ preferences for density and greater development directly on localities—using state authority to knock down, rather than increase, permitting process barriers.

This new wave of statehouse zoning is best exemplified by the state-level lowering of barriers homeowners face when they want to build and rent out accessory dwelling units (ADUs). Though ADUs can take the form of a new detached structure, they need not be separate from the main house. The appeal of ADUs to housing advocates is simple: if homeowners in areas zoned for SFHs had a right to build and rent out an ADU on the land they already own, market forces would predictably result in additional housing. The statutory allowances for ADUs vary and are often flexible, allowing for everything from newly constructed standalone backyard structures built onsite to tiny homes placed on driveways. In some cases, providing homeowners with a right to rent out a separate unit will not result in an additional unit of housing in the area, it will simply convert an existing illegal rental arrangement into an officially sanctioned one. Not every house will have an ADU, but for many homeowners, the right to have an ADU will mean they can create space for an elderly relative to live comfortably or can use the right to generate income from tenants. The political appeal of ADU allowances crosses partisan lines in part because it costs states little more than the effort to change the zoning regulations. Though ADUs will not solve the supply problem by
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themselves, they can help.

State overrides of local zoning is not limited to the ADU context. As an insightful article by Anika Lemar shows, state legislatures are willing to use their authority to supersede local zoning limitations when there are political or bureaucratic reasons for doing so.257 Lemar argues that replacing local obstruction or barriers with more permissive state-level regulation allows states to selectively displace local zoning that either operates against state interests or the interests of lobbying groups which can operate effectively at the state but not the local level.258 As Lemar notes, “opponents of state interventions routinely complain that the state seeks to encroach on local power. They never concede that the state is simply reassuming authority that it originally granted to local governments.”259 Lemar identifies family day care homes, manufactured housing, small-scale alternative energy infrastructure, and group homes as areas where a significant number of states have enacted legislation that displaces local zoning.260 Two of these—manufactured housing and group homes—are not unfamiliar to zoning scholars as examples of (limited) national and state intervention.261 There is a long history of local opposition to the siting of manufactured housing and group homes and of interventions to tamper down such opposition.262 Family day care homes and small-scale alternative energy infrastructure are relatively underappreciated but likewise involve matters that can generate intense hyper-local opposition even though they can be valuable for society at large. Drawing on all four examples, Lemar argues that with the right lobbying and pressure—originating from external interest groups or from internal regulatory interests—states can and do displace local zoning rules that are too parochial or that run counter to state regulatory interests.263
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III. DEFENDING TRADITIONAL ZONING

Infranca and Lemar’s scholarship shows that concern for the general welfare can lead states to displace local zoning limitations. But should states go down that path? Should states further displace local zoning and aggressively attack SFH zoning and other exclusionary forms of zoning to increase the supply and affordability of housing? Part III addresses these questions by considering the downsides of undermining traditional zoning. Two recent articles answer this in the negative, arguing that it would be a mistake to undermine respect and deference for local zoning. A third looks at perhaps the most difficult issue when it comes to state allowances that open up cities for additional development: gentrification. While this third article ultimately comes down on the pro-growth, anti-exclusionary side of the spectrum, it is worth closely considering these three works. Together they show the danger of overselling what zoning changes acting alone can accomplish and the risks associated with state intervention in the zoning space.

A. Valuing the Status Quo

In A Case for Zoning, Christopher Serkin defends traditional zoning by arguing that it serves an important role “regulating the pace and costs of community change . . . by maintaining community character, enhancing property values, and allocating the costs of development between insiders and outsiders.” Serkin begins his article by noting that “zoning is under more sustained attack than at any time in the last seventy-five years” and “[t]here is a growing call for a massive deregulatory project with respect to zoning.” Serkin’s defense of zoning is a celebration of stability. As Serkin and others observe, property law plays an important role in creating and protecting stable expectations while also allowing for gradual change.
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dimension (the lot, the walls, etc.) and a social one (the neighborhood, the local school, etc.). Part of the purchase is “membership in a community with a particular character.” Warning that the good schools that attracted people “will degrade” if more people become part of the community than the school system can handle, Serkin highlights that “one of zoning’s central roles today is to protect consumer preferences by preserving community character.” Zoning also protects property values by preventing overly fluid movements of capital, limiting the extent to which the wealthy are asked to subsidize the less wealthy. Traditional zoning is “a regulatory barrier that helps to preserve the relative homogeneity of the community,” and “benefits in-place property owners at the expense of excluded outsiders.” When change does take place, zoning restrictions help allocate the costs of growth, transferring wealth “from newcomers to in-place property owners” directly, through exactions, or indirectly, through regulatory burdens.

Serkin’s argument becomes more speculative when he switches from describing zoning abstractly to making predictive claims. Serkin observes that zoning restrictions helped cities compete with suburbs and break free from the urban growth machine-suburban exclusion binary. Cities escaped the death spiral they were on in the 1970s and 1980s and once more became attractive, in part, because they imposed exactions on developers and limited housing supply. Within the city, local “neighborhood-level control over land use, in particular, stabilized communities and property values, making investments in urban real estate appealing again.” If traditional local restrictions are undone, investors might “rush for the exits” because of the resulting uncertainty associated with urban ownership. Zoning protects cities from this sort of instability.

Serkin’s second predictive claim is that if zoning protections were...
llessened, local regulations would be replaced by private ordering that is at least as restrictive. As Serkin warns, “[i]f local governments—and particularly cities—cannot satisfy property owners’ desire for community stability, then homeownership may increasingly retreat to private suburban enclaves.” Collectively, buyers seem to want restrictions and HOAs can serve as private substitutes for zoning. State-level efforts to displace local exclusionary zoning could perversely lead to an increased buyer preference for common interest communities even though these “[p]rivate land use regulations in HOAs come with many of the same problems as municipal zoning. They tend to impose even greater limits on density, prohibit multifamily housing, and are geared specifically to keep housing prices high.” Notably, Serkin’s second predictive argument is not that exclusionary zoning is good, just that a rise in private ordering should zoning restrictions be lifted would be worse.

A Case for Zoning’s conclusion is worth quoting in its entirety:

Zoning’s future is in doubt. Its original justifications appear weak and insufficient to defend current practices against a growing affordability crisis. But there are other justifications for zoning beyond simply separating incompatible uses of land. Zoning is better seen as a tool for moderating the pace of community change and, in so doing, allocating costs between insiders and outsiders. These are more complex goals that require a more nuanced assessment of the competing pressures of stability and dynamism in our communities. Zoning no doubt has an ugly history, but when evaluated and utilized correctly, it could have a beautiful future.

What is notable about this conclusion is how tentative it is. Indeed, one could agree with Serkin’s entire article—the history of zoning it gives, its account of what zoning does, and the possible negative consequences of deregulatory moves—and write a very similar conclusion to an article favoring state intervention. As Serkin explains, “Ultimately, zoning represents a tradeoff between stability and dynamism. Stability generally favors the interests of in-place property owners, dynamism the interests
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of outsiders seeking entry." Serkin provides a strong argument in favor of the status quo, or at least of accounting for the costs of change, but in doing so also lays out the reasons why scholars and policymakers might reach opposite conclusions. As Wendell Pritchett and Shitong Qiao observe, “Property owners do have a legitimate claim to preserving their particular living styles and values through land use controls. But such controls should be evaluated in a larger social context, beyond property owners’ interests and values.”

B. Protecting Localism

The second article, The Perils of Land Use Deregulation, offers a different criticism of state intervention in local zoning. Richard C. Schragger argues that displacing local exclusionary zoning with state-level zoning is a mistake because it will hurt the less well-off. If Serkin’s article makes a lukewarm case for zoning, The Perils of Land Use Deregulation turns on the heat. Schragger argues that state-level zoning will weaken the ability of cities to enact progressive policies that help low-income communities, especially low-income communities of color. Moreover, he cautions that the zoning changes done through state-level preemption of local governments will be those supported by powerful elites for purely self-interested reasons. The article is informed by a healthy skepticism of trickle-down economics and of the recent rhetorical embrace of zoning deregulation.

Schragger’s article begins in much the same way as Serkin’s does, with an acknowledgment of the harms of exclusionary zoning. Although zoning is often characterized as a limitation on development, Schragger argues that exclusionary zoning itself reflects a pro-development
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impulse. Using the quintessential affordable housing and zoning case to illustrate the point, Schragger writes, “when Mount Laurel was decided, the problem was not that there was too little housing being built, but rather that there was too much—of a certain kind.” He continues, “the numerous Mount Laurels of the 1970s were a ‘successful’ response to the post-war housing shortage across the United States, just not for those worst off, and generally not for Blacks or other minorities.” Setting up zoning in this way allows Schragger to make a bigger claim, namely that “land use reform—whether zoning or anti-zoning—is driven by demand and generally accompanies economic growth . . . [B]oth zoning and anti-zoning are creatures of the ‘market’—not departures from or exceptions to it.” It is this equivalence that drives Schragger’s analysis and conclusions.

If exclusionary zoning and anti-zoning are essentially the same—tools for the better-off to get what they want—then the supposed benefits in terms of housing affordability of state-level displacement of local zoning might be illusory. Schragger attributes the rise in anti-zoning sentiment to three factors: increasing attention to racial disparities, especially those impacting the fortunes of African-Americans, “the spatial determinants of inequality”, and the ways in which zoning restrictions can harm overall economic output by making high-growth cities prohibitively expensive for in-migration. Certainly, the phenomenal work of Richard Rothstein, Raj Chetty, and others is helping drive the conversation around zoning, but as Schragger notes, these academic reasons are “ultimately being given political momentum by housing need.”

With the middle class priced out of cost of housing in high growth cities, anti-zoning has become a bipartisan rallying cry: “Eliminating
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development barriers fits into a political space that can be increasingly occupied by both the political left and the right: removal of barriers to entry, increasing opportunity, and freeing the market for development. Schragger is skeptical about this political alliance, arguing that it will be captured by those same market forces that in earlier periods benefited from exclusionary zoning. As Schragger highlights, even if anti-zoning advocates succeed in expanding state preemption of local zoning regulation limiting new housing construction, it will “not effectively address the problems of the lower half of the housing market.” And to the degree to which it succeeds, it will exacerbate the split between surging metropolitan areas and struggling areas.

At its core, Schragger’s defense of traditional localism in zoning is based on a belief that local solutions are likely to work out better for the disempowered. Not only is there no reason to think states are more supportive of the poor, but state preemption in the zoning space could also weaken cities generally, allowing states more space to block progressive moves by cities in other spheres. Schragger argues that deference to local zoning permits cities to extract value from developers and mobile capital—in the form of fees as well as labor concessions—that benefit the local community. Moreover, “embrace of growth will likely reproduce existing metropolitan-area inequalities,” according to Schragger, with suburb decline no better than previous urban decline and labor stuck chasing mobile capital across the country. Rather than this dystopia, Schragger offers up municipal living wage efforts to argue that “city power is a necessary predicate for the success of urban economic equality movements.”
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The arguments made by Serkin and Schragger in defense of traditional zoning and against state zoning are powerful and should not be treated dismissively. They show that any YIMBY projections suggesting that increasing supply alone will solve housing affordability are overly optimistic. A substantial increase in housing assistance is required if any zoning approach is to reach those in the lower economic classes. They also exemplify the law of unintended consequences: state displacement of local zoning could lead the wealthy to rely even more on restrictive covenant protections against density and could weaken cities generally. On the other hand, both Serkin and Schragger are largely engaged in a defense of the status quo. They might want localities to do more to help the poor when it comes to land use, but after a century of deference to local authority, that hope seems unwarranted absent state intervention. So, while Schragger refers to the anti-zoning position as the “emerging conventional wisdom,” it is fair to ask if emerging conventional wisdom is even a thing. Similarly, Serkin writes that a consensus against zoning is “building . . . among academics and elite activists,” but examples of states reclaiming zoning authority or sharply curtailing local zoning choices remain the exception. Both the law and conventional wisdom still strongly support deference to local governments on zoning. Put differently, Serkin and Schragger are out in front of a threat to local zoning that is only starting to take shape.

Traditional zoning hardly needs champions rising in its defense. As Schragger notes, concerns about exclusionary zoning have been around since the 1920s, with little success in resisting its power. It is only because cities have become so unaffordable that such arguments are gaining traction. But rather than seeing a moment of interest convergence as an infrequent opportunity that should be taken advantage
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of. 320 Schragger imagines this moment as more powerful than it is, threatening to undermine cities generally. 321 Left unaddressed is the possibility of making a change in one area with a long history of racism and exclusion—local zoning—without necessarily sliding down the slippery slope in other areas where cities traditionally enjoy an expectation of home rule. 322 Enlightened city governments could learn from the past and make piecemeal changes, cracking open their communities to those currently excluded, but often “a single, sweeping edit to these maps may be politically easier than block-by-block tweaking.” 323 The state option is worth pursuing.

Peeling away local zoning barriers will not solve the housing affordability crisis. Even in the absence of those additional expenses associated with zoning restrictions, the market cannot produce new units at a price point that families lower on the socio-economic spectrum can afford without being subsidized. Affordable housing for all requires a commitment to fully housing the population that this country has never shown. 324 But the fact that zoning deregulation will not magically result in full housing for all is hardly a reason to reject deregulatory moves. It is not a case of this (affordable housing) or that (dezoning), but rather of this and that. 325 Both should be pushed. It is true that in this moment, perhaps because academics sense the possibilities raised by interest convergence,
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more space is being dedicated to fight against traditional exclusionary zoning. This Article is a good example of that. But that does not mean that affordable housing is unimportant nor that advocates for zoning deregulation do not realize that many housing problems cannot be solved through deregulation alone. Put differently, the need for additional housing subsidies to reach the poor should be acknowledged by both sides in any debate over zoning deregulation. That being said, the imperative of expanding such subsidies should not be accepted as a rhetorical device to protect traditional exclusionary zoning. Treating the need for affordable housing in such a way is akin to the move by law and economics scholars to use the possibility of tax-and-transfer solutions as an overly convenient trump card to block meaningful consideration of other policy changes that have redistributive consequences.

D. Gentrification and Development

The strongest argument against using state authority to increase allowable density in order to increase the supply of housing is that it will lead to gentrification. In Differentiating Exclusionary Tendencies, John Infranca takes on the question of gentrification directly, ultimately concluding that there is a “modest case” for treating opposition to new development in lower income urban neighborhoods differently than opposition to new development in wealthier communities. But he is quick to add that “any preferential treatment [with regards to development opposition in poorer neighborhoods] must avoid undermining broader efforts towards reducing regulatory and procedural obstacles to denser development and increased housing supply.” Infranca allows that such a preference may be appropriate “to address concerns about unwanted changes to neighborhood character and the claims of long-term residents to a distinct stake in the neighborhood that merits deference and perhaps
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some share of the increased property values generated by a zoning change.” 331 But Infranca is quick to add, “[o]ther local concerns, most notably concerns regarding displacement and rent increases, do not justify special treatment in the form of greater local control.” 332 A preference might be appropriate, in other words, but Infranca does not imagine a very strong preference.

As Infranca highlights, residents in poorer neighborhoods slated for new development often fear displacement and changes to the neighborhood’s character. 333 Yet, fear of displacement as a result of new development “is largely unmerited,” Infranca argues, adding that “opposition to new development is likely to only exacerbate displacement and rising housing costs.” 334 In his review of the literature on gentrification, Infranca highlights studies finding that “during a period of rapid gentrification, lower income children living in gentrifying neighborhoods—including only those children living in market-rate housing—were not more likely to move than similar children in non-gentrifying neighborhoods.” 335

The question still remains whether gentrification is spurred along by new development. Empirical evidence does not support this, and research finds that “neighborhoods where new housing is built have less displacement than those without new development.” 336 These findings seem to run counter to people’s lived experiences of seeing rents increase following new construction in a gentrifying neighborhood, and counter to the supply-side understanding of gentrification held by “[m]ost in the housing advocacy community.” 337 But if gentrification is taken as a given, it is easy to see how increased supply generally can lessen displacement. 338 Exclusionary practices—zoning limitations on new development and on density—push up the rental rate for existing units in
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Id. at 95.
an area experiencing heightened demand. More permissive zoning “might slow, not accelerate, the phenomenon of gentrification” because allowing new construction on a broad scale will provide an outlet for demand that otherwise competes with the residential interests of the pre-existing community.

Though Infranca rejects displacement as a justification for differentiating exclusionary tendencies in poor communities from exclusionary impulses in wealthy areas, he concludes that concerns about changes to community character can support the idea that “lower income communities should be granted a greater degree of local control.” Additional local control or mechanisms for the community to capture “some share of the value of new development . . . might be justified as a partial remedy for the historical treatment of these communities.” As Infranca observes, calls for additional control, “when voiced by communities long denied such control, possess distinct salience.” Local control as a way to protect community character can help protect resident’s neighborhood-tied personhood interests, but even these “grants of local control must consider the common good (or general welfare), which, in this context, is the provision of an adequate supply of relatively affordable housing at the municipal or regional level.”

Though Differentiating Exclusionary Tendencies is attentive to the harms of gentrification, it never loses sight of increasing the supply of affordable housing as primary public good. Accordingly, elevating the participatory rights for poor communities is rejected and only in “extremely limited cases” should localities be able to restrict density. Building on the work of others, the article suggests that some form of
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transferable development right (TDR) given to those in areas that might experience gentrification could help ameliorate, or at least counter-balance, some of the political opposition to upzoning. A hot topic in property theory, TDRs and other methods of separating property rights into use, investment, and other distinct rights are attractive in part because such division of interests offers a way to recognize the rights of tenants, not just owners, when it comes to distributing the gains associated with new construction. Resident-tied TDRs, however, remain more thought experiments than real at this point. Infranca’s overall conclusion is that even lower-income communities should not have “the power to exclude or control new development” because “exercise of such power is likely to prove detrimental not only to the community itself, but also to the broader cause of adding much needed new housing to the benefit of those outside the community as well.” Increasing the supply of housing must be prioritized over even well-meaning efforts to prevent new development.

Acknowledging the limits of what we know about gentrification is essential to understanding its relationship to large-scale zoning changes designed to expand the supply of housing. The gentrification that lower-income urban areas currently experience, even if it takes the form of additional development in those areas, is a consequence primarily of exclusionary policies and not of permissive zoning. This is a crucial point and worth pausing on. Meaningful state displacement of traditional zoning and state-led deregulatory moves would be experienced over the entire metropolitan region. Gentrification’s stereotypical sequence—wealthier and whiter residents moving into an area that previously had lower economic resources and a larger less white population followed by displacement of some original residents—is partly a consequence of demand pressure that cannot be satisfied elsewhere in the metropolitan region because of exclusionary limits on new construction. Although at a
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micro level gentrification seems to follow on the heels of new construction, removing zoning barriers in a more comprehensive way could lessen the depth and power of gentrification in any particular neighborhood.

Washington, D.C., which has undergone extensive gentrification over the last two decades, provides a good example of how broad growth allowances could reduce gentrification pressures. The city allowed greater density along the metro’s green line, from Shaw to U Street to Columbia Heights, and, consequently, new apartment building and businesses that catered to yuppies sprung up in that same area. But thegentrification in a transitional part of D.C. cannot be separated from the linked decision to keep in place exclusionary SFH zoning rules in wealthier areas such as Spring Valley and Chevy Chase. Switching from a policy of neighborhood-by-neighborhood adjustments of what is allowed (adjustments that encourage development in lower income areas while protecting wealthy areas) to a more comprehensive allowance would lessen demand intensity in transitional areas. Whether this allowance applies generally to the entire region or makes distinctions based on public transportation infrastructure or proximity to zones that already allow apartments, systematic upzoning can protect low-income communities of color from rapid, concentrated gentrification by opening up space citywide for investment in additional housing. This can protect low-income communities of color from the sort of rapid gentrification in one area that can happen when exclusionary zoning blocks new housing in the rest of the city.

The conclusion that even subordinated local communities, areas marked by disadvantages tied to race, class, and their intersection, should not be empowered to block regional or state-level measures designed to increase residential density can be hard to swallow. Such communities have well-founded reasons to be skeptical about market-oriented solutions, and it seems unfair to deny them the use of exclusionary tools long enjoyed by the white suburban middle class just when the city is making a comeback after having passed through a long period of neglect. But the lens needs to widen to include not only current residents but also


354. Lee Fennell makes a similar argument about racial integration and gentrifying neighborhoods, observing, “[i]f more neighborhoods were stably integrated, property value increases and demographic changes would likely occur more evenly and organically across a larger set of neighborhoods.” Fennell, supra note 56, at 372.

would be in-movers locked out of the community because of traditional exclusionary zoning. Those kept out of growing urban areas will often be members of the same racial groups and low-income community as those potentially harmed by gentrification, but they are differently situated.

Given that empirical studies suggest that new residential construction does not necessarily lead to displacement, scholars can appropriately move from focusing primarily on the ways gentrification harms a geographically-defined subset of the poor experience to the ways in which failure to increase the housing supply harms the poor generally. While existing residents may have a slightly greater claim to space in a city than in-movers (a debatable proposition but one that is often assumed without justification), it is both shortsighted and inequitable to focus only on the harms associated with growth. Those concerned about gentrification should also have to reckon with the needs of those people, often subordinated along race and class lines, unable to move into the community because of the exclusionary impact of deferring to local preferences that limit growth.

357. See supra Boyack, supra note 4, at 477–82 (highlighting the costs of collective exclusion accomplished through zoning and NIMBY-ism).

Ultimately, affordable housing must be front-and-center in any discussion of whether to stick with or move away from traditional zoning. Since zoning restrictions and deference to local zoning traditionally have been used to exclude others and limit entrance, it is time to consider alternatives that put fewer barriers in front of the housing sector and take a wider perspective on what the general welfare means when it comes to zoning.

IV. REVISITING THE EUCLID PROVISO

Societal changes—the increasing attractiveness of the urban core to well-heeled younger adults and bipartisan awareness that too many people find themselves priced out of decent housing—have weakened local zoning’s stranglehold on politics and development. Thriving metropolitan areas are at an inflection point: it is possible for the well-off to imagine living comfortably and raising children in either the city or the suburb. Strong economic growth in the privileged regions of the country supports this delicate balance, but the relationship between these high growth cities and their suburbs is inherently precarious. Many suburbs now face the real or perceived danger of a lower tax base coupled with increased demand
for public services that once plagued central cities. The shared solution—the de facto policy at all levels—is to limit new residential construction. Antipathy to apartments pre-dates zoning, and continues into the present. With SFH zones largely untouchable and severe restrictions on the places where density and height are allowed, entire regions are trying to seal themselves off from the poor and lower-middle class.

This inflection point presents a window of opportunity to broaden the scale of zoning away from local dominance. But it could be only a brief window. As cities transition from embracing in-movers to excluding—taking on either an antagonistic relationship with the suburbs or acting in concert with a few privileged suburbs to create a bubble of exclusion— their interests and the interests of the elite they seek to attract will likely coalesce around exclusion. Though others have noted similar changes—the rise of exclusionary zones around entire superstar cities and their suburbs—in the lived environment, the takeaways so far have been largely academic, which is to say overly determined and pessimistic. Although it may be dismissed as a utopian fantasy, using this inflection point as an opportunity for state-level zoning interventions provides a way to ensure that the general welfare, which is supposed to govern the imposition of zoning restrictions, takes into account those lower on the socio-economic scale.

Before defending state preemption of local zoning, it is worth acknowledging that there is nothing new to the idea that traditional local zoning is exclusionary and the law should transition to state or regional approaches. Arguably, the most important expression of the idea that states should reclaim land use authority is nearly half a century old. See Fred Bosseman & David Callies, The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control (1971).
“policies should be statewide, or at least regional, in scope.”364 Yet, despite such extensive scholarship, deference to local zoning remains the norm.365 The predicted quiet revolution that was expected to sweep in an era of state-level land use planning “failed to materialize.”366

There are several reasons, however, to think that now is an opportune time to push. First, the housing affordability crisis is reaching an ever-widening segment of the population. What previously could be dismissed as a problem affecting only the poor is being felt in some cities by even the upper middle class. Second, exclusion and anti-development have been so successful that they inspired the YIMBY counter-movement.367 YIMBYism is but the highest profile example of the shifting politics surrounding density. Third, cracks in the localism’s monopoly have appeared. States are using their authority to grant property owners additional development rights that in practice will increase density within areas zoned locally for single family homes. Finally, in zoning, as in property law in general, “[e]ven first principles are up for grabs.”368 The current contested status of zoning, driven by the affordability crisis, makes it important to consider ways in which traditional exclusionary zoning might be effectively undercut even though arguments for a regional or state approach to zoning might ordinarily seem a bit stale.

Academics and policymakers should join in the fight against local dominance of zoning. It is tempting for academics to see the many roadblocks faced by this and other revisionary zoning proposals and simply proclaim that nothing can be done, that local zoning is politically
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untouchable, “as a way of life . . . almost impervious to legal remedy.”369

There is a whole literature on regionalism informed by this sort of pessimism. Even scholars who think local dominance of zoning is a bad thing seem resigned to it and dismiss contrary proposals as utopian.370 Such views are informed by at least a half century of advocates continually butting their heads against the local nature of zoning and, as such, this negative take has some justifiable confidence behind it. Regional approaches undermine the interests homeowners have in exclusion and often will be “wildly unpopular.”371 But just because something is hard and the end is not fully defined does not mean there is no value in staking out a direction for long-term change.

Every proposal is subject to linked critiques, either that it is so narrow as to be inconsequential or it is too ambitious and thus utopian, but as Roberto Mangabeira Unger argues, “[t]he direction is what matters.”372 Whatever the success of local YIMBY campaigns, for the country as a whole ensuring that zoning is done in a way that prioritizes the general welfare requires that states exercise greater control over zoning. So, while local exclusionary zoning seems to be an insurmountable obstacle to a more inclusive society and regional zoning a utopian fantasy, academics, in ways big and small, should nevertheless pursue such a goal. The second century of zoning calls for waging the big fight for inclusion and not conceding defeat when it comes to local zoning before the battle has been fought. There is space politically to nudge the future of zoning away from local dominance, but only if a push is made.

This Article has highlighted some of the academic work involved in a push. Drawing out the harms of traditional exclusionary zoning helps lay the foundation, and even if some of the examples are dated, the work of informing successive generations of the long shadow of past harms unfortunately never ends.373 Showing how states have used their authority to limit local zoning is crucial if advocates are going to push back against
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the false notion that zoning is necessarily local.\textsuperscript{374} Details matter and at some point nuanced discussion on what should be regional and what should be done at the state-level will be important as well.\textsuperscript{375} One-size-fits-all approaches are not likely to succeed; political and scalar differences across states mean that what is best handled through regional zoning in one state should be done at a state-level in another and done by localities subject to state imposed constraints in others. But it is important that the momentum for change not get thwarted before it even gets a chance to pick up steam. For now, it is enough to point in the general direction: namely, that zoning’s second century should be marked by increased state-preemption of local zoning.

Like most major changes, these are matters that are challenging. Moving away from local zoning would introduce considerable uncertainty and instability, but that may not be a bad thing.\textsuperscript{376} Most significantly, even though the evidence so far suggests otherwise, across the board deregulation to increase the supply of housing could lead to increased gentrification in some areas. These are real concerns. But in light of the existing economic and racial inequalities—acknowledged even by supporters of the status quo—properly attributed to traditional zoning, the burden of persuasion should be on those defending the traditional zoning not on those challenging it.

The \textit{Euclid} proviso provides a legal hook with which to correct for the exclusionary nature of traditional zoning. In September 2020, the Open Communities Alliance and Yale Law School’s Jerome N. Frank Legal Services Organization filed a 145-page application for a zoning regulation amendment to the town plan and zoning commission of Woodbridge, Connecticut.\textsuperscript{377} The application formally is part of an effort to force Woodbridge to allow the construction of an apartment building that would provide affordable housing to residents seeking to live in the greater New Haven area. But the submission, to the extent to which it challenges the exclusionary heart of Woodbridge’s zoning plan, is more than that. The work of Anika Singh Lemar and others, it is more accurately described as a frontal assault on traditional zoning which relies, in part, on the \textit{Euclid
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proviso. As the submission notes, in 1991, the Supreme Court of New Hampshire used “the general welfare provision” of the state’s zoning enabling act to block regulations that “placed an unreasonable barrier to the development of affordable housing.”378 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the New York Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts similarly have drawn on the Euclid proviso to strike down overly restrictive local zoning.379 As the Massachusetts high court noted, “[the] general welfare transcends one town’s ‘parochial interests.’”380

The beauty of the Euclid proviso is that, in theory, its limitation on local authority works in multiple directions. Today, the best hope for adding vitality and bite to the proviso lies in statehouses, through legislative action that preempts local exclusionary zoning and provides landowners with greater density as a matter of right and simplifies development permitting. But state-level legislative action need not foreclose greater emphasis on the proviso by courts or even by local government officials concerned that their exclusionary zoning practices are leaving the locality vulnerable to legal challenge. In other words, though the focus of this Article is on top-down rewriting of the zoning bargain reached by states when they delegated authority to localities, local governments should also pay attention to the proviso. There are hints that some cities are starting to do just that.381 Exclusionary use dominated the last century of zoning. It will take a broader view of general welfare from all levels and branches of the government to increase the supply of housing.

CONCLUSION

Ultimately, a progressive and ambitious approach to zoning must place racial and economic desegregation front and center. While zoning plays a significant role in how and where people live and work, it is too frequently treated as an unimportant topic, a relative backwater of the law. By elevating the relative attention given to zoning, making policymakers and the public aware of its tremendous impact on peoples’ lived experiences, there is more space to attack the exclusionary features of local zoning.

There is growing awareness among academics and policymakers that rising inequality is tearing society apart and limiting the lives of large parts of the population. State-level approaches to zoning, while radical in light of the last century’s deference to locally-defined zoning, offer a concrete way of fighting back against racial and class separation. That is not to say that pushing the needle towards recognition of broader needs as a way of combatting inequality will be accomplished immediately or easily. The existing structure of locally-protected property rights provides distinct advantages to privileged communities and they will have little interest in moving towards a regional planning and zoning approach. But to the extent to which society is at an inflection point as far as the balance of power between suburbs and central cities, it is possible to advance alternative approaches that reflect the fact that elites can reasonably see both the city and suburb as attractive options. It will not be easy to lessen the extent to which zoning is seen as a local prerogative but moving towards a greater emphasis on the general welfare when it comes to zoning and lowering the presumption in favor of local zoning is worth pursuing as a theoretical and practical response to inequality.